


ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #75
Highly Recommended. Featuring 
the work of Jessie Willcox Smith, 
considered by many to be one of 
the greatest illustrators of children’s 
books. She dominated the print world 
with magazine covers and best-sell-
ing books in the early 20th century. 
Original art, printed tear sheets and 
covers, and rare, previously unpub-
lished photographs. Next up is sci-fi 
illustrator John Schoenherr, known 
for hundreds of paperback and book 
covers in the 1960s & 70s, from Analog to Dune.  
Illustrated Press, 2022.
IL75. Magazine, 9x11, 80pg, PC  $15.00
PANDEMONIUM A Visual History of Demonology
Recommended. By Ed Simon. As en-
igmatic as their infernal leader, demons 
have skulked and slithered through 
history, appearing in scripture, literature 
and philosophy for millennia. Tradition-
ally they were supposed to be fallen 
angels who fell in with Lucifer...and they 
have an impact on our understanding of 
what it is to be human. Author Ed Simon 
introduces readers to not just Asmodeus, 
Baal, and Moloch, but to the strange 
personages who’ve claimed secret knowledge of such beings. 
Lushly illustrated, diabolically fascinating, and fiendishly unset-
tling. Occasional nudity. Cernunnos, 2022. Mature Readers.
PANDH. HC, 8x10, 400pg, Text/FC  $45.00
SHE’S A WILDCAT The Art of Candy
Born of color and light in Long 
Beach in 1983, a protégé of 
legendary lowbrow icon The 
PIZZ, lovely lady artist Candy has 
struck a fever in the landscape 
of pop surrealism. Her damsels 
of the West, exotic tiki vixens, 
sultry hot-rod gals, and weirdo 
monsters have graced galleries, 
books, and magazines as far out as France, Italy, Germany, 
Japan, and Australia. Now, for the first time, Candy Weil’s 
wild and wondrous works are collected and served up as the 
sexy, funny cartoon cocktail your eyes so desperately need. 
Schiffer, 2020. Mature Readers.
SHESWH. HC, 11x9, 112pg, PC $29.99 $26.99

ANY GUN CAN PLAY The Essential Guide to  
Euro-Westerns
New edition. Highly Recommened. 
By Kevin Grant. Foreword by Franco 
Nero. The full, vibrant history of the 
Euro-Western. The success of Sergio 
Leone’s Man with No Name trilogy in 
the 60s sparked a gold rush, as a legion 
of European film-makers, many of them 
sharing the get-rich-quick mentality of 
Leone’s mercenary anti-heroes, created 
the wildest Westerns ever made. Cyni-
cal and stylish, bloody and baroque, Euro-Westerns replaced 
straight-shooting sheriffs and courageous cowboys with amor-
al adventurers, whose murderous methods would shock the 
heroes of Hollywood Westerns. FAB Press, 2022.
ANYGH. HC, 8x11, 480pg, Text/PC $59.95 $52.50

On our Cover
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #15 
Edgar Rice Burroughs
Our Highest Recommendation. This special issue 
showcases some of the 
greatest art ever to grace 
the works of Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, published from 
around the world in comics, 
books, magazines, posters 
and films, with an emphasis 
on Tarzan. Bill Stout 
interviews the amazing Joe 
Jusko with loads of great 
art; Bill also talks about as-
sisting Russ Manning on the 
legendary Tarzan Sunday 
Page run. More with the life 
and work of legendary Tarzan artist 
and founder of the New York School 
of Visual Arts, Burne Hogarth. And 
Czech master painter Zdenek Burian 
and Hal Foster. Book Palace, 2021.
IQS14. SC, 9x11, 128pg, PC  $38.99
See page 18 for special ERB section.
Cover Image: Joe Jusko “Tarzan and 
the Ant Men” artwork © 2022 Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 
All Rights Reserved. Used By Permission.
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News & Notes
Our cover by Joe Jusko does double duty. It’s taken from the Illustrator’s Special, 
above, but it’s also the cover for Tarzan and the Ant-Men. This is one of the new 
editions of the Tarzan books from ERB Inc., with wonderful new covers by Jusko. 
Thanks to Joe for allowing us to use his image. See page 18 for a complete list of 
the new Tarzan editions from ERB Inc.
Another big edition coming later this year is devoted to Sanjulian. This is a new, 
revised printing of 2018 edition that very quickly sold out. Another exciting book for 
us is the Franklin Booth Silent Symphony. Booth is one of the very first “classic” 
illustrators that I discovered, and I’ve always loved his fine pen & ink work. Berni 
Wrightson, among other comic artists, also discovered him and Berni’s Frankenstein 
illustrations were directly inspired by Booth’s work. We’re only getting 100 copies of 
the special hardcover edition. See page 14.
I just dropped prices on 2018 calendars for the final time. If you’ve downloaded this 
catalog, click here to see them. Otherwise, see Current Calendars on our website 
home page for prices as low as $3.99. We still have a number of titles left.
We’ve ramped up our listings of Rare Books beginning on page 18. But we are 
currently listing this many and more every week, so I suggest you visit the website. 
We’re going to start listing new Rare Books right on the home page, where we pre-
viously listed new Closeout items. I think they are more important! We don’t list our 
books on any of the online sites, such as ABE Books or Biblio, they only appear on 
our own website. So you, our customer, always have first chance to score a wanted 
title. 
Free Comic Book Day is coming up in May. Watch our website for full listings.
We’ve also just repriced more than 100 books for our Spring Sale, which is sent out 
to everyone who has signed up for it. Click here if you have downloaded the catalog, 
or see them on the button bar of our home page. ~Bud
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Featured New Items

Look for the star symbol. These are items that are deeply discounted from the original publisher’s 
price. Most of these items have been closed out by the publisher and we have limited copies. Buy now 
before they’re gone! 
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VISIONS OF ADVENTURE PORTFOLIO  
Artist Edition
Portfolio with one signed plate, 
and a full sized b&w original ink 
drawing. Limited! Recommended. 

A high-quality 
portfolio featuring 
the best of Mark 
Wheatley’s Edgar 
Rice Burroughs 
paintings. The 
custom die-cut 
illustrated folder 
holds fifteen extraordinary plates 
and an additional two-sided artist 
biography/image information plate. 

100lb stock. One plate is signed. Also includes an orig-
inal ink drawing--full sized 8 x 13 in. Bonus John Carter 
and the Heroes of Barsoom Diorama. 
ERB, Inc. 2022.
VISAPTD. 16 plates, 9x14, PC 
  $180.00
Six Signed Plates Edition
Signed & Limited, 500! Six plates 
are signed and numbered. Bonus 
John Carter and the Heroes of Bar-
soom Diorama. ERB, Inc. 2022.
VISAPT. 16 plates, 9x14, FC  $59.00

JOHN BUSCEMA’S MARVEL 
HEROES Artist’s Edition
Highly Recommended. Includes 
several complete stories, as well as 
an outstanding sampling of covers 
and his finest pages from the mid 
1960s to the late ‘70s. Viewing 
these pages, it’s easy to see why 
John Buscema has been called the 
Michelangelo of comics. Stan’s go-to 
artist for the best in anatomy and 
drama, he set the standard on The 
Silver Surfer, The Avengers, Conan, Fantastic Four and 
Thor. An amazing illustrator who was nearly too good for 
comics! IDW, 2021.
JBMHAEH. HC, 12x17, 192pg, b&w  $150.00
JOHN BUSCEMA’S SILVER SURFER  
Artisan Edition
Collects #5, 6, and 8, 1968-69. 
Highly Recommended. John 
Buscema’s innovative drawing is 
presented in IDW’s Artisan Edition 
format--scanned in full color from the 
original art. Three complete issues 
from the acclaimed original run writ-
ten by Stan Lee. Bonus: five covers, 
including an unpublished variant 
of #2! Buscema’s talented hand 
graced the pages of Marvel’s most 
iconic characters for over four decades, working on The 
Avengers, Thor, The Fantastic Four, and The Amazing 
Spider-Man just to name a few. IDW, 2022. 
JBSSAE. SC, 8x12, 144pgs, b&w  $39.99
SKY CAPTAIN AND THE ART OF TOMORROW 
Deluxe Edition
Limited, 1000. By Kevin Conran. 
Already a brisk seller! The 2004 
film featured groundbreaking spe-
cial effects and techniques that 
would change the way movies 
were made. And it’s now attaining 
cult status. The real story behind 
the film began many years earlier 
and here are behind-the-scenes 
stories marking the movie’s 
unique journey to the screen. It embraced the look and 
feel of the old serials even as it pushed the boundaries 
of modern film making technology. Deluxe edition with 
leather grain cover, gold foil logo, slipcase, mini-poster, 
letter w/ envelope, membership card, 8x10 art print and 
embroidered patch! Dynamite, 2022. Condition: May 
have one or two minor dents to slipcase corners. 
SKYCH. HC, 9x12, 272pg, FC $99.99 $89.99

GWELF THE SURVIVAL GUIDE
Highly Recommended. By Larry 
MacDougall. “Larry MacDougall has 
done that thing--created a fantasy world 
that is completely believable, super 
charming, and more than a little bit 
dangerous. I love it so much. I want to 
wander around in it but wouldn’t want to 
get caught alone in it after dark.”--Mike 
Mignola. “...makes me think if Arthur 
Rackham and Beatrix Potter had a son, it would have been Lar-
ry...” -Peter De Seve. Anthropomorphic animals staying alive in a 
dangerous, but also beautiful world of their own. Not a human in 
sight. Eye of Newt Books, 2021.
GWELH. HC, 10x10, 136pgs, FC $34.95 $31.95
KARL THE VIKING Volume 1 The Sword of Eingar
Recommended. By Ted Cowan. Art by Don 
Lawrence. Originally serialized in Lion, Karl 
the Viking is a sweeping historical fantasy 
story of an orphaned Saxon boy, adopted 
and raised by the Viking Eingar after his 
raid on Britain. Upon coming of age Karl 
succeeds Eingar and leads his tribe into 
battle in Britain against wild tribes of Picts, 
and re-connects with his old Saxon family, 
gaining an ally in his cousin Godwulf, and 
making an enemy of the Earl of Eastumbria. 
Fast-paced stories beautifully drawn by Don Lawrence shortly 
before he revolutionized painted comic art with The Trigan Em-
pire. 2000 AD, 2022.
KAR01. SC, 8x11, 240pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
THE FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS  
The Idiots Abroad
Highly Recommended. By Gilbert Shleton 
and Paul Mavrides. This new Freak Brothers 
Follies series collects all their cannabis-fue-
led adventures. Each deluxe hardcover 
features a special die-cut cover. We lead 
off with “The Idiots Abroad,” a brilliant, 
novel-length tour de force of slapstick and 
screwball adventure, showcasing Shelton’s 
gift for weaving together an intricate plot 
with droll dialogue and pitch-perfect comedic 
timing. First published 1984-87, plus a 1986 Fat Freddy’s Cat 
story. Fantagraphics, 2022.
FABIH. HC, 8x10, 146pg, FC $22.99 $19.99
COMPENDIUM: Mature Readers. FABFC.   $13.99
FIFTY FREAKIN’ YEARS: FIFTF.   $13.99
ALLEY OOP AND THE HUNT FOR THE TEXAS 
PTEROSAURS 1976 By Dave Graue
Jan 1 to Dec 31, 1976. Recommended. 
Great new time-travel stories with the 
first comics hero to cross time into all 
the eras of the past. Travel with Alley 
Oop across the mysterious swamp to 
the mountain caves of the ancient Texas 
pterosaur riders, where he trains one 
(like his own Dinny, back in prehistoric 
times) to obey him! Then travel to the 
West Indies where Alley encounters that 
“big chief of ships,” Christopher Columbus, in 1504. Plus adven-
tures in the present day, too. Acoustic Learning, 2022.
ALLEHF. SC, 9x8, 108pg, b&w  $19.95
ALLEY OOP AND THE THORN KING OF NERR 1975 By Dave 
Graue: ALLETK.   $19.95
See our website, or inquire, for more Alley Oop.
FLASH GORDON DAILIES AUSTIN BRIGGS Volume 1 
Radium Mines of Electra
Highly Recommended. First of two 
volumes. Collecting together, for the 
first time ever, two years of strips from 
the golden age. Hand-picked by Alex 
Raymond, master illustrator Austin 
Briggs carried on in much the same 
fine-line style. His action sequences 
and beautiful women are every bit as 
good as Raymond’s. Here is the original science fiction high-ad-
venture that influenced strips and comic books for decades...with 
ray guns, rocket ships, strange monsters, damsels in distress, 
sultry queens of strange lands, and unbridled heroism!  
Titan, 2021.
FLD01H. HC, 11x10, 276pg, b&w $49.99 $39.99
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THE DYNAMITE ART OF JOHN CASSADAY
Highly Recommended. John 
Cassaday’s gorgeously dynamic 
compositions are well known, both in 
and out of the comic book market. All 
of his incredible work for Dynamite 
Entertainment has been collected into 
this single volume. Includes colored 
covers, sketches, inks...some seen 
before, others appearing for the first 
time. Cassaday’s amazing interpreta-
tions of James Bond, Red Sonja, and 
many more! Dynamite, 2022.
DYNJC. SC, 9x12, 352pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
Hardcover Edition: DYNJCH.  $39.99 $34.99
HOP ART By Glen Ridge Signed
Signed & numbered from 100 with 
bonus (also signed) print and 
postcard. Highly Recommended. 
Local artist Glen Ridge has compiled 
here some of his finest work in an 
extremely limited printing. Here are 
a number of portraits of beautiful 
women, a cat, tiger and elephant, and 
fantasy pieces inspired by sci fi au-
thors Roger Zelazny, Poul Anderson, 
as well as a knight, an angel and a 
wonderful brooding pirate. And the “door into Neverland.” 
Any fan of Jeff Jones’ work really should take a look at this 
talented but as yet unknown painter. Exclusively available 
from us. Penny Shrawder, 2021.
HOPAS. SC, 8x11, 24pg, FC  $20.00
MAGIC MIRROR OF M.C. ESCHER
Bargain Priced New Edition of the 
1978 biography and art book. High-
ly Recommended. Long before the 
first computer-generated 3-D images, 
Maurits Cornelis Escher was a 
master of the third dimension. Mathe-
matician Bruno Ernst visited Escher 
every week for a year and their dis-
cussions resulted in a friendship that 
gave Ernst intimate access. Ernst’s 
account was meticulously scrutinized 
and made accurate by the artist himself. This is perhaps 
the best book ever published on Escher, and certainly a 
great value in this new edition. Taschen, 2022.
MAGMH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, PC  $25.00
THE MONSTERS COLOR THE 
CREATURE BOOK
Highly Recommended. In 1974, 
Berni Wrightson self-published this 
wonderful, oversize collection of his 
renditions of 20 classic monsters: 
Swamp Thing, EC’s Old Witch, the Un-
dead, Frankenstein of course, Cyclops, 
Dracula, The Mummy, Uncle Creepy 
(?). This is early in his career and his 
detailed illustrations are just wonderful. 
The original edition is now scarce and 
sells for $75-$125; it’s wonderful to see this new edition. 
Nakatomi Inc. 2021.
MONCO. SC, 11x17, 32pg, b&w  $30.00
VALOR IN ACTION The Medal of Honor Paint-
ings of Colonel Charles Waterhouse Signed
Signed by Jane Waterhouse. 
Numbered 3,000. Recommended. 
By Jane Waterhouse. Valor in Action 
tells the true story of some amazing 
American heroes who went above 
and beyond the call of duty, and the 
tenacious artist who--armed only with 
a paintbrush--sought to capture their 
heroic actions in the moment they 
occurred. Renowned illustrator and 
former United States Marine Corps 
artist-in-residence Colonel Charles 
Waterhouse has created 332 paintings and portraits of 
recipients of the Medal of Honor, from the Civil War to 
Afghanistan. Paintings and full prose details of every US 
Marine and Navy corpsmen. Schiffer, 2020.
VALH. HC, 9x12, 384pg, PC  $100.00

7174 ANNUAL
Presenting an oversized collection of rare-
ly seen but often-requested comics from 
Ashley Wood’s house of 7174. Written 
by T.P. Louise and Wood and gorgeously 
illustrated by Wood, this 88-page extrav-
aganza features fan-favorites Ashtro Lad, 
Les Mort 13, World War Robot, Adventure 
Kartel, and more! Wild short 2 or 3 
pagers, single illos, some adult material. 
Image, 2022. Mature readers.
7174AN. SC, 8x11, 88pg, FC  $9.99
BLADE RUNNER Origins Volume 2
By K. Perkins. Something is triggering 
psychotic breakdowns in the Nexus 4 
Replicant population. LAPD detective Cal 
Moreaux has teamed up with an escaped 
experimental Replicant, who has been up-
loaded with the memories of a dead Tyrell 
Corporation scientist, whose suicide he 
was sent to investigate. Now they must run 
and fight a conspiracy hatched in the very 
heart of the Tyrell Corporation. 14 covers 
including variants. Stylish storytelling that 
nicely captures the gritty future world of 
the original Bladerunner.Titan, 2022.
BLRU02. SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC  $17.99
Vol 1: BLRU01.   $17.99

French Graphic Novels

AZIMUT
First published in France. Highly Recommended. By 
Wilfrid Lupano. Art by Jean-Baptiste Andreae. A host of 
quirky characters in a colorful fantasy world with some erotic 
themes. Lives are turned upside down when the magnetic 
North pole disappears! The beautiful Manie Ganza, who 
seems convinced that time is money, daringly robs and out-
wits the pompous rulers across the land. Add in an intrepid 
explorer who can’t find North, and an aeronaut/talking rabbit 
duo on a personal quest for love, and you’ve got a fantasy 
adventure full of nonsense and excitement! Beautifully de-
tailed and imaginative art. Titan, 2022. Mature Readers.
AZIMH. HC, 8x11, 248pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
DJANGO HAND ON FIRE  
The Great Django Reinhardt
Highly Recommended. By Salva Rubio. Art by Efa. 
Django Reinhardt is a legend. But Django--which may have 
meant “He who wakens”--was twice born. A first time in the 
snow, during the winter of 1910 in a nomadic gypsy family 
stationed in Liberchies, Belgium. The second in Saint-Ouen, 
near Paris, in the fall of 1928, when a fire in his caravan 
mutilated his left hand. Beautifully told story with borderless 
panels. 16 page afterword with wonderful vintage photos of 
Django and fellow musicians. Cue the music! NBM, 2022.
DJAH. HC, 9x12, 88pg, FC  $19.99
XIII MYSTERY Irina
Recommended. First published in France. By Eric 
Corbeyran & Philippe Berthet. Belarus, in Soviet times. 
Irina is an unremarkable young woman growing up in an 
orphanage. One night, a mysterious visitor demands to see 
her and her best friend Julia. The latter goes first, then Irina 
is told she won’t be needed after all. The next day, Julia has 
vanished without a trace... Thus begins a quest for truth and 
vengeance, from Minsk to Moscow to Washington--one that 
will lead Irina to discover her true calling...hooker, assassin, 
righter of wrongs. Adult themes. Excellent art.  
Cinebook, 2021. Mature Readers.
XIMY. SC, 7x10, 56pg, FC  $13.95
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GRIMM UNIVERSE PRESENTS 
QUARTERLY The Black Knight 
Igor Vitorino Cover
By Dave Franchini et al. Art by Sergio Ari-
no et al. Magic, swords, and action in one 
epic story in a stand-alone double-size 
issue. Lovecraftian monsters and good-
girl art. Peyton Parks has been struggling 
to maintain her dueling lives--public 
defender by day, sword-wielding armored 
vigilante by night. She’s the Black Knight. 
Drawing her powers from the Age of 
Camelot, she battles dark forces in the 
streets while battling for justice in the courtroom. But her 
worlds are about to collide when she must defend a woman 
with links to her own dark past. Zenescope, 2022.
GRIMUB. Comic, 7x10, 72pg, FC  $8.99
HEAVEN’S DOOR Extra Works
Sci-fi psychedelic short stories in manga 
style by Keiichi Koike. This is his first 
full-length book published in English. “A 
magnificent ronin, a warrior without a 
master, one of the few authors to resist 
the cynical formatting of the current 
manga industry...”--Moebius. Born in 
Tokyo, Koike won the prestigious Tezuka 
Award in 1976 when he was 16. His 
style, similar to Katsuhiro Otomo and 
Moebius, is marked by vivid representa-
tions of psychedelic experiences. “Drugs are an important 
part of his inspiration: ‘Except peyote, I have tried almost 
everything: hashish, heroin, cocaine, acid, magic mush-
rooms… From a strictly graphical point of view, however, LSD 
is most important by far…” – Wikipedia. Last Gasp, 2022.
HEAVDO. SC, 7x10, 200pg, b&w  $19.95
HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE #313 
Issac Cruz Cover
“Valentine,” an epic new historical story 
by David Arquette (Scream) and Cliff 
Dorfman (Entourage); sci-fi revenge 
story “The Demon Princes,” Part 2; 
George C. Romero’s horror series 
“The Rise,” Part 6; new chapters of 
Matthew Medney’s “Dark Wing” and 
Ron Marz’s “Swamp God.” Article on 
cover artist Escorza; preview of “Death 
Defied” by Joe Harris and Lee Lough-
ridge. Heavy Metal, 2022. Mature readers.
HM313. Magazine, 8x11, 142pg, FC  $13.99
Now a Netflix original series!  
The HELLBOUND Volume 1
By Yeon Sang-Ho. Art by Choi Gyu-
Seok. One day, you will receive a 
message from an unknown sender. The 
message will only include your name, 
the fact that you are going to hell, and 
the time you have left to live. There is 
nowhere to run, nowhere to hide--no 
escape. When the time counts down to 
zero, supernatural beings manifest to 
condemn you to hell. As the nation falls 
into unrest, a new religious sect begins 
to interpret the bizarre occurrence as the will of the divine. 
Could this be a sign of something grander — a blessing in 
disguise, a holy reckoning, or an evil curse? Amid social 
chaos and increasing hysteria, the people must find a way to 
survive this inexplicable terror. Dark Horse, 2022.
HELLB01. SC, 6x8, 320pg, b&w $17.99 $15.99
THE HOUSE OF LOST HORIZONS  
A Sarah Jewel Mystery
Collects #1-5, 2021. Trapped by 
a storm and surrounded by myriad 
suspects. This rogues gallery has 
gathered for an auction of occult items, 
and our intrepid duo must unravel the 
supernatural mysteries surrounding 
the guests in the hopes of uncovering 
the murderer. As bodies keep piling up, 
Sarah or Marie Therése could be next! 
A Hellboy spin-off. Mike Mignola and 
Chris Roberson return to the world of 
Hellboy, accompanied by acclaimed 
artist Leila del Duca and colorist extraordinaire Michelle 
Madsen for this paperback collection of the five-issue series. 
Dark Horse, 2022.
HOULHH. HC, 7x11, 136pg, FC $24.99 $21.99

FIREFLY BRAND NEW ‘VERSE
Collects #1-6. Recommended. It’s 
been 20 years since the original crew of 
the Serenity was busy smuggling con-
traband, ferrying travelers, and having 
close calls with the Alliance and they’ve 
all gone their separate ways. Zoë Wash-
burne and her daughter Emma find 
themselves at the helm of the Serenity 
and they must cobble together a new 
crew of castaways and misfits to navi-
gate this brand new ‘Verse. But there is 
a world-shattering discovery beyond the 
Rim and together they will face new challenges, reunite with 
old friends, and try to build new relationships and a new future 
from a troubled past. Boom!, 2022.
FIRBNH. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
FIREFLY ARTBOOK: FIREFAH.  $50.00 $42.50

FIGHT GIRLS
Recommended. By Frank Cho.Ten 
hard-as-nails women face off in an 
ancient contest of champions where 
the winner truly takes all: she will rule 
the empire. To win the challenge each 

contestant must 
survive the haz-
ards of an alien 
planet’s harsh 
landscape, fero-
cious predators 
on and below its surface, as well as 
their fellow contestants. One mistake 
can mean your life, and slowly our 
contestants are being whittled down. 
Classic good-girl art by the master, 
Frank Cho!! AWA Studios, 2022.

FIGG. SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC  $9.99

CHILDREN OF THE WOODS
Recommended. A wonderfully creepy 
story much in the style of Mignola’s 
Hellboy spin-offs, but in the present day. 
A taste for revenge leads to a monstrous 
outcome...Young Amber and her friend 
Quinn pay a heavy price for power 
and magic as they become the newest 
children of the demented Black Woods. 
And no longer human. Featuring art 
by Joshua Hixson and story from Joe 
Ciano, Children of the Woods explores 
the monster within and what is left when that monster finally 
comes out. Dark Horse, 2022.
CHILW. SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
D-DAY STORMING FORTRESS EUROPE  
Under Fire 1

328 pages. By Jack Chambers and 
Erik Hendrix. Art by Esteve Polls. 

Join the invasion of Normandy with a fully 
illustrated account of the Allied landing 
that changed the direction of World War 
II. One of the largest amphibious military 
offensives of all time, more than 4,000 
troops lost their lives that day to free Eu-
rope from Hitler’s oppressive control. See 
what it was like for advance paratroops 
dropped in pre-invasion, and for Allied 
soldiers to wade ashore and begin taking towns, all under 
withering Nazi gunfire. Osprey, 2020.
DDAYST. SC, 7x10, 328pg, FC $26.00 $11.95
DIEGO RIVERA
Recommended. By Francisco de la 
Mora. Art by José Luis Pescador. This 
impressive and long graphic novel 
explores the passions and contradic-
tions that turned the prolific and brilliant 
painter Diego Rivera into an increasingly 
universal cultural figure. Rivera was a 
revolutionary painter; by his twenties he 
was counted among the most influential 
figures of the Parisian art scene of the 
early 20th century, including Picasso, Modigliani, Braque, and 
Gris. Rivera’s murals, both in his native Mexico and the Unit-
ed States, reflect the contradictory turbulence of his character 
and times. Self Made Hero, 2021.
DIEGRI. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $22.99
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LADY BALTIMORE The Witch Queens
Recommended. Horror genius 
writing team Mike Mignola and 
Christopher Golden reunite, with 
art by Bridgit Connell and colors 
by Michelle Madsen, as they return 
readers to the world of Baltimore 
with a new heroine. Once she was 
Sofia Valk, living in a village overrun 
by evil. In time she became Lord 
Baltimore’s most trusted ally. Now, 
more than a decade after his death, 
Europe has erupted with the early 
battles of World War II and both Nazis and dark forces 
are rising again. Sofia must embrace the title of Lady 
Baltimore. Can she fight monsters without becoming a 
monster herself? Dark Horse, 2022.
LADYBH. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $24.99 $21.99

JENNY ZERO IN HIS SHADOW
Collects #1-4. By David Dwonch, Brock-
ton McKinney et al. Art by Magenta King 
et al. After washing out as the military’s 
top Kaiju (monster) killer, Jenny lives the 
celebutante life with her hotel heiress 
bestie. But freakish creatures, secret so-
cieties, and her father’s legacy now have 
her wondering if she can sober up--just 
long enough to save the world! Time to 
fight some monsters, and even take on a 
monstrous form herself. It’s a fun Godzil-
la-related story with a modern twist. Dark Horse, 2022.
JENZ. SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
THE JODOROWSKY LIBRARY Volume 2  
Son of the Gun & Pietrolino
By Alejandro Jodorowsky. Included 
in this volume are the modern-day 
“spiritual” western Son of the Gun illus-
trated by Georges Bess --actually four 
albums all collected here. Includes an 
afterword by Claude Ecken and “Juan 
Solo, from Screen to Page” by Philippe 
Rouyer. Plus the heart wrenching tale 
of a mime in Nazi-occupied France, 
Pietrolino, dedicated to Marcel Marceau 
and illustrated by Olivier Boiscommun. 
Humanoids, 2022. Mature Readers.
JODL02H. HC, 8x10, 328pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
Vol 1: JODL01H.  $39.99 $34.99
KAFKA BY CRUMB
New Printing. Highly Recommend-
ed. David Zane Mairowitz’s bril-
liant text and comics storytelling of 
Robert Crumb (himself no stranger to 
self-loathing and alienation), penetrate 
the essence of Kafka and provide insight 
beyond the cliche “Kafkaesque,” peering 
through Kafka’s glass wall like no other 

book before it. 
Alienated from 
his roots, his 
family, his surroundings, Kafka created 
a unique literary language in which to 
hide away, transforming himself into 
a cockroach, an ape, a dog, a mole 
or a circus artiste who starves himself 
to death in front of admiring crowds! 
Fantagraphics, 20022.
KAFCR. SC, 6x9, 176pg, b&w  $16.99

MARJORIE FINNEGAN Temporal Criminal
Recommended. By Garth Ennis. Art by 
Goran Sudzuka and Miroslav Mrva. All 
Marj wants to do is race up and down 
the time-lanes, stealing every sparkly 
priceless jewel she can lay her hands on. 
But her larcenous trail from the Big Bang 
to the Ninety-fifth Reich has drawn the 
wrath of the Temporal PD, now hard on 
our heroine’s tail. Marj’s only ally? A guy 
called Tim. And he’s just a head. Written 
by the renowned Garth Ennis, with killer 
variant covers. AWA Studios, 2022.
MARFT. SC, 7x10, 208pg, FC  $14.99

MARS ATTACKS RED SONJA
By John Layman. Art by Fran Strukan. 
She is the red-haired she-devil with 
the sword. They are the green-skinned 
invaders from the red planet. Yes, those 
dastardly Martians are attacking again, 
and these are the Martians of old, the 
Martians of the Hyborian Age. And so, 
it’s up to Red Sonja to stop the attack. 
But how will steel, strength and savagery 
stand again laser guns, sci-fi technol-
ogy and weird, weird Martian science? 
Dynamite, 2021.
MARRS. SC, 7x10, 120pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
NOT ALL ROBOTS
Recommended. By Mark Russell and 
Mike Deodato Jr. A sci-fi satire and 
adventure with impressive photo-re-
alistic art from Mark Russell (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and Mike 
Deodato Jr. (The Amazing Spider-Man, 
The Resistance). In the year 2056, 
robots have replaced human beings in 
the workforce. An uneasy co-existence 
develops between the newly intelligent 
robots and the ten billion humans living 
on Earth. Every human family is as-
signed a robot upon whom they are completely reliant. What 
could possibly go wrong? Meet the Walters, a human family 
whose robot, Razorball, ominously spends his free time in the 
garage working on machines which they’re pretty sure are 
designed to kill them! Afterwords by both creators.  
AWA Studios, 2022.
NOTAR. SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC  $9.99
PETROGRAD
By Philip Gelatt. Art by Tyler Crook. The 
year is 1916. The fate of millions of peo-
ple hangs in the balance, and in Russia’s 
capital city of Petrograd, corruption rules 
the day and conspiracy rules the night. 
But to British intelligence officer Cleary, 
the Petrograd post is all about drinks and 
parties with the rich and powerful, and 
bedding the prettiest girls. Then Cleary, 
to his horror, is tasked with ending the 
influence of a man famous for his acts of 
debauchery; for his heresy and his power: Gregori Rasputin. 
The stage is set for one of the most infamous and strangest 
assassinations of all time. Oni Press, 2022.
PETROG. SC, 6x9, 272pg, FC $25.99 $23.99
POWERS The Best Ever
Collects Powers #7-8, 2015, with new 
material, variant covers and a sketch-
book section. By Brian Michael Bendis. 
Art by Michael Avon Oeming. It’s been 
over two decades since detectives Deena 
Pilgrim and Christian Walker teamed up 
to solve the murder of the most beloved 
superhero Retro Girl. It’s been years 
since they’ve spoken. It’s been years 
since the world changed. But the worst 
criminal in Powers’ history, Wolf, has been 
reincarnated and all hell has broken loose. This opus of a 
graphic novel covers the entire life of the seemingly immortal 
Christian Walker as he fights one last time to defend those he 
swore to protect. Dark Horse, 2022.
POWBE. SC, 7x10, 264pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
SECOND CHANCES
Collects #1-4. Recommended. By 
Ricky Mammone. Art by Max Bertolini. 
Second Chances Hotline--call now and 
get a new identity! All you need is some 
cash, a proper referral, and a very good 
reason to start over. When Leblanc, the 
man behind the hotline, is approached 
by a shady figure from his past, he’s 
forced to accept a new client who 
doesn’t meet any of the requirements--a 
client with chemically induced amnesia 
in desperate need of protection. Up-
and-coming writer Ricky Mammone and artist Max Bertolini 
(The Witcher, Nathan Never) explode onto the scene with this 
psychedelic, action-packed, bizarre noir that feels like John 
Wick punching through an existential French New Wave fever 
dream. Image Comics, 2022.
SECOC. SC, 7x10, 120pg, b&w $16.99 $15.50
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DC Comics
ABSOLUTE SWAMP THING By Alan Moore Volume 3
Slipcased hardcover edition. Collects Saga of the 
Swamp Thing #51-64, DC Presents #85, 1986-87. 
Art by Stephen Bissette, John Totleben, Rick Veitch, 
Shawn McManus, Ron Randall and Dan Day. Alan 
Moore made his debut in the U.S. comic book industry 
with the revitalization of the horror comic book Swamp 
Thing. With modern-day issues explored against a 
backdrop of horror, Swamp Thing’s stories became 
commentaries on environmental, political and social 
issues, unflinching in their relevance. New origin.  
DC Comics, 2021.
ABS03H. HC, 9x13, 416pg, FC $99.99 $85.00
Vols 1 (#20-34, 1984-85), 2 (#35-50, 1985-86): New Printing. Oversized, 
Slipcase: ABS01H, 02H.  ea: $99.99 $85.00
See our website, or inquire, for more Swamp Thing.
ABSOLUTE WONDER WOMAN Gods and Mortals
Collects Wonder Woman #1-14 and more, 1987-88. 
Recommended. More than four decades after making 
her debut in All Star Comics #8, the World’s Greatest 
Heroine was comprehensively re-imagined in 1986 by 
legendary comics creator George Pérez--and this new 
incarnation of DC Comics’ fabled Amazon Princess 
quickly rose to unprecedented levels of popular and crit-
ical acclaim. In collaboration with co-writer Len Wein, 
Pérez crafted a new origin and went on to craft Wonder 
Woman’s adventures for many years. DC Comics, 2021.
ABWWGH. HC, 8x12, 376pg, FC $125.00 $105.00
BATMAN The Long Halloween  
CATWOMAN When in Rome Deluxe Edition
Collects When in Rome #1-6 and Batman: Dark Vic-
tory #13, 2000, 2005. Recommended. By Jeph Loeb 
and Tim Sale. The third part of the Long Halloween 
trilogy. This takes place within the events of Dark Vic-
tory: Selina Kyle’s mysterious trip to Italy, her dealings 
with the deadly Falcone crime family, and her attempt 
to uncover information about her long-lost parents. As 
Selina’s Roman Holiday unfolds, she encounters the 
Riddler, Scarecrow, and even the Cheetah. Stylish, sexy 
bad-girl artwork. Brilliant stuff! DC Comics, 2022.
BATLHH. HC, 7x10, 168pg, FC $49.99 $39.99
PHANTOM The Complete DC Comic Years 2
Collects The Phantom #3-8, 1989. Collecting the ac-
tion-packed stories of DC Comics’ The Phantom, with 
scripts by Mark Verheiden and pencils and inks by 
Luke McDonnell; second of three volumes; includes 
introductory essay on Verheiden, a 14-page interview 
with McDonnell, packed with examples of his Marvel 
and DC art. Hermes Press, 2022.
PHDC02H. HC, 8x11, 224pg, FC  $50.00
Vol 1 from 1987: PHDC01H.   $50.00
SUPERBOY AND THE LEGION OF  
SUPER-HEROES Tabloid Edition
Collects All-New Collector’s Edition #C-55, 1978. 
Includes a history of the Legion from their first appear-
ance in 1958, a new 2021 Afterword by Paul Levitz, 
original “pitch” page, creator bios, 8 pages of origins & 
powers of the Legion, Mike Grell 2-page pin-up and 
more. Superboy arrives in the future for the wedding of 
Saturn Girl and Lightning Lad only to find the future is 
now an armed camp and the Legionnaires insist it has 
always been that way. DC Comics, 2022.
SUPELH. HC, 10x14, 80pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
SUPERMAN / BATMAN Omnibus Volume 2
Collects Superman/Batman #44-87; Superman/
Batman Annual #3-5, 2008-2010. Writers Michael 
Green and Mike Johnson (Supergirl) and artist Rags 
Morales (Identity Crisis) bring you one of the darkest 
struggles Superman and Batman have ever faced. First 
they attempt to rid the world of all traces of Kryptonite. 
Then they encounter li’l versions of themselves from an 
alternate universe, confront an extraterrestrial warrior 
who aims to wipe out all Kryptonians, and much more. 
DC Comics, 2021.
SUPBAT02H. HC, 7x11, 1232pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Vol 1 #1-43, Secret Files #1, Public Enemies & Annual #1 and #2, 2003-
2008: SUPBAT01H.   $125.00

SERIAL Volume 2 Cat and Mouse 
Signed
Signed! By Terry Moore. 
When Zoe’s friend falls 
victim to a serial killer, 
Zoe vows to find the killer 
before the police and de-
liver her own razor-edged 
justice. But the clever killer 
continues to leave a trail 
of bodies behind him, or 
her, eluding the law and 
staying one step ahead of 
Zoe. Following the clues, Zoe discovers the 
identity of the killer and the chase is on as the 
killer grabs a final victim and runs. It’s a deadly 
game of cat and mouse between two clever 
serial killers facing off in a brutal conclusion! 
Abstract, 2022.
SER02S. SC, 7x10, 106pg, b&w  $15.99
Vol 1 The Glass Tomb Signed: SER01S.  
  $15.99
ST. MERCY
Collects #1-4. Recom-
mended. Art by Atilio 
Rojo. A tale of revenge 
that spans millenia, from 
ancient Incan times to the 
1800’s wild west. When 
Mercedes Oro, a young 
missionary on the outskirts 
of a small frontier town, 
takes in and cares for a 
dying outlaw, the outlaw’s 
gang repays her by attacking her mission, 
killing her family, stealing the golden artifacts 
she swore to protect, and leaving her for dead 
with a dagger through her heart. Unbeknownst 
to the gang, the cursed dagger resurrects 
Mercedes, and she is reborn as St. Mercy, an 
avenging angel of death. Image Comics, 2022.
STMER. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC $16.99 $15.50
STAR WARS The High Republic  
Adventures Volume 2
The High Republic is an 
unexplored period in Star 
Wars history, set hundreds 
of years before the events 
of the Skywalker Saga-
-when the Jedi were at 
their height and Master 
Yoda was much younger, 
and still training Padawans 
in the field. It is here 
where we find Jedi Pad-
awans Farzala and Qort. On a secret mission, 
they join an aging Jedi Knight on the starship 
The Vessel to negotiate a peace treaty with the 
Hutt crime family. Hey, what could go wrong? 
IDW, 2022.
SWHIG02. SC, 6x8, 128pg, FC  $12.99
Vol 1 #1-5: SWHIG01.   $12.99
TALES FROM THE OUTERVERSE
Collects Cojacaru the Skinner #1-2, The Go-
lem Walks Among Us! 
#1-2, & Imogen of the 
Wyrding Way one-shot. 
Highly Recommended. 
Mythical hero Cojacaru 
the Skinner returns from 
the grave, the legendary 
Golem awakens, and the 
powerful witch Wyrder 
Imogen pursues her 
foes in this collection of 
three stand-alone stories 
from Mike Mignola and 
Christopher Golden’s 
world of witches and warriors. Delve deep into 
the mysteries of some of the greatest heroes 
to challenge the Outer Dark, and gain a rare 
glimpse into why they fight--and where it may 
lead them. 18-page sketchbook & variant 
cover section. Dark Horse, 2022.
TALEFH. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
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THE BEYOND Volume 3
Collects #11-15,1952. Highly 
Recommended. By Jim McLaugh-
lin, Mike Sekowsky et al. The third 
volume reprinting Ace Magazines’ 
The Beyond is here! All-star talent 
Lou Cameron does three covers 
and stories in nearly every issue. 
There’s also some wild terror tales 
from an even-lesser known but 
talented Jim McLaughlin, young 
Mike Sekowsky (destined for a long 
run with DC), Rocco Mastroserio, Richard Case, Ken 
Rice, Marvel’s own Gene Colan, Bill Molno and another 
Marvel vet, Chic Stone! Ghouls and cadavers, vampires 
and ghosts... plus an occasional slice of far-out sci-fi! PS 
Artbooks, 2022.
PCTB03. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $29.99
THE BEYOND Volume 4
Collects #16-20, 1952-53. Highly 
Recommended. Material from #18 
appeared in Parade of Pleasure, 
the anti-comics companion to 
Seduction of the Innocent. Ghouls 
and cadavers, vampires and ghosts, 
electrocution... plus an occasional 
slice of sci-fi! Lou Cameron did one 
story and two superb covers, includ-
ing this collection’s cover of the girl & 
bell. Additional contributors are Mike 
Sekowsky, Lin Streeter, the excellent Jim McLaughlin, 
Louis Zansky, Al Eadeh, Charles Nicholas, Ken Rice 
and Marvel’s own Gene Colan AND Chic Stone. Cool 
vintage horror. PS Artbooks, 2022.
PCTB04. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99
Hardcover Editions:  
Vol 3 (#11-15,1952). PCTB03H.   $45.99
Vol 4 (#16-20, 1952-53). PCTB04H.  $46.99
CLASSIC ADVENTURE COMICS Volume 4
Collects Voyage to the Deep #1-4, 
1962-1964; and Escape from 
Devil’s Island #1, 1952. Recom-
mended. In Voyage to the Deep, the 
submarine Proteus has just finished 
its shakedown run and heads out to 
explore the Mariana trench--where 
they not only have to deal with giant 
sea creatures but an act of terrorism 
that threatens the entire world. An 
interesting Dell Comics series with 
painted covers and art by Sam 
Glanzman. Escape from Devils Island is a pre-code Avon 
Comics one-shot on life inside the notorious French penal 
colony known as Devil’s Island. Set up and framed for 
murder and robbery, Pierre Gavril is sentenced to twenty 
years of torture, hard labor and isolation on Devils Island-
-and escape is said to be suicide. PS Artbooks, 2021.
PCAD04. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC 
  $26.99
CLASSIC ADVENTURE  
COMICS Volume 4 Hardcover
PS Artbooks, 2021. 
PCAD04H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC 
  $46.99
See our website, or inquire, for 
more Classic Adventure Comics.
CLASSIC SCI-FI COMICS 
Volume 4
Collects Lost Worlds #5-6, 1952, 
Zip Jet #1-2, 1953, and Space Mys-
teries #1, 1958. Recommended. 
Reproduced completely from cover 
to cover, just like the original comics. 
Here’s a very eclectic mix of comics 
from pre- and post-code. Work by 
John Celardo, Ross Andru, Jack 
Katz, Nick Cardy, Alex Toth, Rocco 
Mastroserio, Art Saaf, Ruben 
Moreira, Art Pinajian, Al Plastino, 
Ralph Mayo, Carl Burgos and 
Russ Heath. PS Artbooks, 2022.
PSSC04. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99

PLANET COMICS Volume 11
Collects #31-34, 1944-45. Highly Recom-
mended. The 1940s #1 science fiction com-
ic. Roaring through space, fighting beasts on 
distant planets or aliens on a future earth...
packed with jet-packed, raygun toting ladies 
and gents. The art is improving every issue, 
with newcomers Joe Kubert, Murphy 
Anderson, Lee Elias, Lily Renee, and Fran 
Hopper. Also work by Joe Doolin, EC’s own 
Graham Ingels, George Appel, and others. 
Youngster Murphy Anderson is doing a fine 
job on his regular feature, Star Pirate, but also provides two-page 
features “Life on Other Worlds” which you will enjoy too. PS 
Artbooks, 2022.
PLC11. SC, 7x10, 216pg, FC  $26.99
See our website, or inquire, for more Planet Comics.
PLANET COMICS Volume 12
Collects #35-38, 1945. Highly Recom-
mended. Heroes and villains on far flung 
planets, drawn by Lily Renee (now drawing 
The Lost World), Joe Doolin, Fran Hopper 
(Gale Allen), Murphy Anderson (Star Pi-
rate), Lee Elias (now doing Space Rangers), 
John Celardo, and Jack Keller. John Cel-
ardo joins Planet’s regular artists. Celardo 
went on to draw the Tarzan syndicated 
newspaper strip in the 1950s, as well as 
being the lead artist for the pre-code comics 
line from Standard. PS Artbooks, 2022.
PLC12. SC, 7x10, 192pg, FC  $26.99
MYSTERIES OF UNEXPLORED 
WORLDS Volume 3
Collects #11-15, 1959. Fantasy-supernat-
ural, horror and science fiction stories with 
Steve Ditko contributing three stories in 
issue #12, and three stories and the cover 
for #11, even though he signs it “J. Koldi!” 
Matt Baker makes an unexpected and very 
rare appearance outside his normal titles in 
one issue here, with “The Charm Bracelet.” 

PS Artbooks, 2021.
SAMUW03. SC, 7x10, 
184pg, FC  $26.99
SILVER AGE CLASSICS: MYSTER-
IES OF UNEXPLORED WORLDS 
Volume 3 Hardcover
PS Artbooks, 2021.
SAMUW03H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
See our website, or inquire, for more 
Mysteries of Unexplored Worlds.

SILVER AGE CLASSICS: UNUSUAL TALES Volume 3 
Hardcover
Collects #11-15, 1958-59. Recommend-
ed. Charlton allowed the creative talents of 
Charles Nicholas, Bill Molno, Gene Colan, 
Max Elkan, Rocco Mastroserio, Dick 
Giordano and Steve Ditko (of course) free 
rein to produce science fiction, horror, sus-
pense, fantasy and supernatural tales. Ditko 
appears in four issues, does the cover of #10 
& 15, and does four stories in the special 68-
page issue #11. PS Artbooks, 2021. 
SAUT03H. HC, 7x10, 216pg, FC  $46.99
See our website, or inquire, for more Unusual Tales.
STRANGE WORLDS Volume 2
Collects #6-9, 1952 and #18, 1954. High-
ly Recommended. Digitally enhanced and 
faithfully reproduced, this is a bombshell of 
a volume, five full issues of Strange World, 
Avon’s answer to EC’s Weird Science and 
Weird Fantasy. Fun, fun stories of aliens, 
robots, space battle, beautiful space girls, 
the whole kitchen sink of early 1950s 
sci-fi. Joe Orlando, Wally Wood, Everett 
Raymond Kinstler, Norman Nodel, Sid 
Check, Mort Lawrence, Gene Fawcette, 
Mike Becker, Harry Lazarus, Joe Ku-
bert, and Al Hollingsworth. Five different covers randomly filled. 
PS Artbooks, 2021.
STW02. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99
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MOON KNIGHT Volume 1
Collects #1-6, 2021. By Jed Mackay. Art 
by Alessandro Cappuccio. The updated 
new Moonknight, a slick Spirit-like wraith 
who has a therapist! The mysterious Mr. 
Knight has opened his Midnight Mission, 
his people petitioning him to shelter them 
from the weird and horrible. The Moon 
Knight stalks the rooftops and alleys 
marked with his crescent moon tag, bring-
ing violence to any who would harm his 
flock. 16 variant covers. Marvel, 2022.
MOONK01. SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC  $17.99
CAPTAIN AMERICA LIVES! Omnibus
Collects Captain America #43-50, 
#600-601, 2004; CA: Reborn #1-6, 
2009; & the Reborn Prologue. Rec-
ommended. By Ed Brubaker, Paul Dini 
et al. Art by Gene Colan, Steve Epting, 
Jackson Guice et al. The Red Skull’s 
greatest plan to destroy Captain America 
has been in motion and its completion is 
almost at hand. Will Captain America be 
lost forever or will he be REBORN? A sto-
ry that spans the 1940s to modern times 
with Human Torch, The Black Widow, the 
adult Bucky, and the Avengers. Marvel, 2021. 
CAPLIH. HC, 7x11, 560pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
CONAN THE BARBARIAN The Original Marvel 
Years Omnibus Volume 7
Collects Conan the Barbarian #172-194 
& Annual #10-11, 1985-87. Art by John 
Buscema, Val Semeiks and Ernie Chan. 
This collects the first half of Christopher 
Priest’s Conan run, with a support cast 
of the haunted Tetra and the courageous 
Captain Delmuro in pursuit of treasure 
held by wicked Keiv. Priest also introduc-
es the Devourer of Souls. Marvel, 2022.
CONB07H. HC, 7x11, 680pg, FC 
 $125.00 $110.00
See our website, or inquire, for more Conan.
DOCTOR STRANGE Epic Collection Volume 5  
The Reality War
Collects Doctor Strange #29-51, 1974 & 
4 more issues, 1973-80. Recommend-
ed. Roger Stern and Chris Claremont, 
Gene Colan, Marshall Rogers and Tom 
Sutton. Nightmare, D’Spayre and the 
Dream Weaver fill Strange and Clea’s 
souls with inconceivable fears. Baron 
Mordo returns with the Vatican’s occult 
secrets. Wong is captured by the Shad-
owqueen and Clea and Strange battle! 
Excellent artwork. Marvel, 2022.
DOCST05. SC, 7x10, 504pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
Vol 3 A Separate Reality: Doc Strange #180-813, Marvel 
Premiere #3-14, etc. 1968-74. DOCST03.  $44.99 $39.99
THE INCREDIBLE HULK Omnibus Volume 1
New printing. Collects Incredible Hulk 
#1-6, 102; Tales to Astonish and more. 
Highly Recommended. From the earli-
est Stan Lee/Jack Kirby issues to Steve 
Ditko’s psychological masterworks in 
Tales to Astonish and the Jade Giant’s 
return to his own solo series, after the 
name change from TTA! Marvel, 2022. 
INCH01H. HC, 7x10, 792pg, FC 
 $100.00 $85.00
NEW MUTANTS  
Omnibus Volume 2
By Chris Claremont, Louise Simonson 
et al. Art by Mary Wilshire, Rick Leonardi 
et al. The New Mutants take a road trip 
to Asgard! Magneto has sworn to atone 
for his crimes--but winning trust won’t be 
easy. The team faces death and rebirth, 
a mutant massacre, a twisted future time-
line, and much more! Marvel, 2022.
NEWM02H. HC, 7x11, 1240pg, FC
 $125.00 $110.00
Vol 1: Marvel Graphic Novel #4, 1982; 
New Mutants #1-34, 1983 +. NEWM01H.  $125.00 $110.00

MARVEL MASTERWORKS  
DOCTOR STRANGE Volume 10
Collects Doctor Strange #58-73, 1983-
85. Recommended. The epic finale of 
legendary writer Roger Stern’s Doctor 
Strange run. With Paul Smith and Dan 
Green and top guest-artists. The curse 
of the Ebony Blade has driven the Black 
Knight mad. Can Doc Strange pull him 
back from the brink? Strange meets 
Dracula and joins Scarlet Witch, Monica 
Rambeau, and more. Marvel, 2022. 
MMD10H. HC, 7x10, 400pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTERWORKS:  
DOCTOR STRANGE Volume 1
Stories from Strange Tales #110-111, 
114-129, 1963-65. Our Highest Recom-
mendation. The first 18 stories, all by 
Stan Lee and Steve Ditko. Starting as 
a back-up strip in Strange Tales, Doc’s 
psychedelic universe took on a life of its 
own, including a highly successful film. 
First appearances of Baron Mordo; Doc’s 
1st cover (#20); 1st Dread Dormammu 
and Doc’s girlfriend Clea. Marvel, 2021.
MMMDR01. SC, 6x9, 176pg, FC  $15.99
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTER-
WORKS DAREDEVIL Volume 1
Collects #1-11, 1964-65. Our Highest 
Recommendation. When young Matt 
Murdock saved a man from being hit by 
a truck, he was blinded by a radioactive 
chemical that enhanced his other four 
senses to superhuman levels! After years 
of training, the fledgling attorney is ready 
to fight crime as Daredevil! Marvel. 2022.
MMMD01. SC, 6x9, 248pg, FC  $15.99
THOR Epic Collection Volume 3 The Wrath of Odin
New Printing. Collects Thor #131-153 & 
Annual #2, 1966-68. Highly Recom-
mended. Thor’s saga explodes onto the 
cosmic stage with the debut of Ego the 
Living Planet, the High Evolutionary, Ulik 
the Troll, the return of Lady Sif, the Grow-
ing Man, Replicus, the Super-Skrull, the 
Wrecker and the Destroyer! And Loki has 
Odin strip Thor of his power and banish 
him to Earth. Marvel, 2022. 
THE03. SC, 7x10, 512pg, FC 
 $49.99 $44.99
Vol 7 Ulik Unchained--Thor #217-241 & more, 1973-1975: 
THE07.  $44.99 $39.99
WOLVERINE & THE X-MEN  
By Jason Aaron Omnibus
Collects Wolverine & The X-Men #1-35, 
38-42 (the complete run) & Annual #1, 
2011-14. Art by Chris Bachalo. Block-
buster writer Jason Aaron’s “incredible, 
hilarious and touching” run. Wolverine 
returns to Westchester as headmaster 
(!) to start over with a new school, a new 
student body and a lot of surprises! But 
can Logan--and Beast, Iceman, Rachel 
Grey, Kitty Pryde, Storm, Husk and 
Doop do the work? Only if they survive the new Hellfire Club, 
Krakoa, Sabretooth, and more! Marvel, 2022.
WOLXH. HC, 7x11, 936pg, FC $125.00 $105.00
THE X-MEN OMNIBUS Volume 2
New Printing. Collects X-Men #32-66; 
Avengers #66; Ka-Zar #2-3; Marvel 
Tales #30; Not Brand Echh #4, 8, 1967-
70. Highly Recommended. The original 
X-Men--Cyclops, Beast, Angel, Iceman 
and Marvel Girl--star in uncanny adven-
tures that brought the first era of mutant 
mayhem to a close! Filled with milestones, 
from the team’s new costumes and the 
death of Professor X, to the first appear-
ances of Havok, Sauron, Changeling 
Polaris and Sunfire! Plus Steranko covers! Marvel, 2022.
XMEN02H. HC, 7x11, 920pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Vol 1 #1-31, 1963-66. New printing:  
XMEN01H.  $100.00 $85.00
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COMICS REVUE PRESENTS FEB 2022
Recommended. Complete in this 
issue: The Phantom by Lee Falk and 
Sy Barry, Buz Sawyer by Roy Crane, 
Sir Bagby by R&D Hackney, and Rick 
O’Shay by Stan Lynde. 19 pages of 
full-color Sunday pages and a wealth 
of B&W features: Flash Gordon by Mac 
Raboy and Harry Harrison, Alley Oop 
by V. T. Hamlin, Tarzan by Gil Kane 
and Archie Goodwin, Steve Canyon 
by Milton Caniff, Casey Ruggles by 
Warren Tufts, Mandrake the Magician by Lee Falk and Phil 
Davis from 1939, Garth by Peter O’Donnell, Steve Dowling, 
and John Allard, and more! Manuscript Press, 2022.
CR0222. SC, 8x11, 128pg, PC  $19.95
See our website, or inquire, for more Comics Revue.
WASN’T THE DEPRESSION TERRIBLE?
Recommended. Issued in 1934, in the 
midst of the Great Depression, these 
cartoons (by Reuben Award winner Otto 
Soglow, creator of The Little King) gives 
us an insider’s view of that difficult time. 
Even the title is a sign of the moment; 
in 1932, the Republican Party tried to 
convince people that, no matter what 
they saw around them, the Depression 
was already in the past, putting “Wasn’t 
the depression terrible?” in big letters in 
newspaper ads and on billboards along 
commuter corridors in the northeast. (This failed to convince 
the Depression to go away.) About Comics, 2019.
WASDE. SC, 9x12, 115pg, b&w  $9.99

MADMAN Library Edition Volume 2
Collects Madman Comics #11-20 & 
much, much more. Highly Recom-
mended. 600 pages of the wildest super-
hero ever, taking us into surreal realms. 
Deluxe oversized hardcover. Also collects 
spinoffs and crossovers: Superman/
Madman crossover, Powers/Madman 
one-shot by Brian Michael Bendis and 
drawn by Michel Avon Oeming. This 
six-volume Madman universe library 
collects all of Allred’s award-winning work 
in selected reading order!  
Dark Horse, 2021.
MAD02H. HC, 8x12, 576pg, FC $99.99 $85.00
Vol 1 Signed bookplate! MAD01HS.  $99.99 $85.00
SPAWN COMPENDIUM Volume 2
Collects #51-100. Recommended. An-
other amazing, thick volume of 50 issues 
for an affordable price. Todd McFarlane 
unleashed his signature creation, Spawn, 
in 1992. In doing so, he created the most 
successful independent comic book in 
history. This continues the first tales of 
Spawn as he journeys from the back 
alleys of New York City to the pits of Hell 
itself. Featuring incredible art from Greg 
Capullo (Batman) and stories from writers 
McFarlane and Brian Holguin. Image Comics, 2021. 
SPAW02. SC, 7x10, 1084pg, FC $59.99 $52.50
Vol 1 #1-50, 1992-96: SPAW01.  $59.99 $52.50
TOPS The Complete Collection of Charles Biro’s 
Visionary 1949 Comic Book Series
Collects Tops #1-2, 1949. Oversized 
11x14. Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. The rare two-issue adult comics 
experiment created by Charles Biro 
and Lev Gleason Publishing in 1949. 
Some of the best craftsmen working in 
comics at that time drew these pulpy, 
sexy, and melodramatic stories: Dan 
Barry, George Tuska, Reed Crandall 
(pre-EC crime tales), Bob Fuji et al. 
Also articles by Dashiell Hammet and 
actor Melvyn Douglas. Profusely illustrated Introduction 
by editor and historian Michael T. Gilbert (with Bill Spicer) 
and a whopping 27 beautifully illustrated Biographical & End 
Notes by Gilbert and Roger Hill! Fantagraphics, 2022. 
TOPSH. HC, 11x14, 216pg, FC $49.99 $39.99

ASTRO CIT METROBOOK Volume 1
Bookplate Signed by Busiek, Anderson 
& Alex Ross--available with only the 
first 20 copies sold. Collects Volume 1 
#1-6 & Volume 2 #1-12, #½, 1995-97. By 
Kurt Busiek. Art by Brent Eric Anderson 
et al. A hero dreams of flight. An alien spy 
prepares for invasion. A young man is 
mentored by a hero with dark secrets. A 
street criminal discovers a hero’s identity. 
And much, much more. Step into a world 
of heroes and see them from a whole 
different perspective. These are the 
multiple-award-winning stories that began the epic series and 
changed how we think about superheroes.  
Image comics, 2022. 
ASTC01. SC, 496pg, FC  $29.99
BERSERK DELUXE EDITION Volume 10
Collects #28-30. Genuine leather 
binding, over 600 pages, plus three 
fold-out color posters. By Kentaro 
Miura. Guts and his companions have 
finally arrived at the sea, but their respite 
is short-lived as bloodthirsty beasts 
possessed by Kushan sorcery emerge 
from the surf. Guts must again don the 
Berserker Armor to give his troupe any 
hope of survival, but the accursed shell 
threatens his very soul and the lives of 
his comrades! Dark Horse, 2022.  
Mature readers.
BER10H. HC, 7x10, 648pg, b&w $49.99 $39.99
See our website, or inquire, for more Beserk.

EC Archives
EC ARCHIVES TALES FROM 
THE CRYPT Volume 2
Collects #23-#28, 1951-52. Highly 
Recommended. EC’s premier horror 
title is now more affordable than ever 
before. 24 great stories by all-star 
creators Al Feldstein, Wally Wood, 
Jack Kamen, Johnny Craig, Joe 
Orlando, Graham Ingels, and Jack 
Davis! This is the inspiration for the 
hit movie and HBO series and is the 
most popular of all the EC titles. Dark Horse, 2022.
ECTFC02. SC, 8x11, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
Vol 1: ECTFC01.  $19.99 $17.99
EC ARCHIVES Terror Illustrated
Collects #1-3, 1954-55. Our Highest 
Recommendation. Illustrated prose 
stories (text plus art, EC’s unique 
Picto-Fiction format) of terror, murder, 
and more! Featuring work by Al 
Feldstein, Reed Crandall, George 
Evans, Charles Sultan, Jack Davis, 
Joe Orlando, and Johnny Craig. 
Features the never printed third issue 
and a new foreword by Mick Garris! 
Dark Horse, 2022.
ECATIH. HC, 8x11, 184pg, PC $49.99 $39.99
THE EC ARCHIVES Weird Science Volume 1
Collects #12-15 (#1-3) and #5-6. 
Highly Recommended. Here is the 
beginning of what EC was best known 
and best loved for: their science fiction 
line. These first stories are not as 
polished at the later ones, but they 
are still gems. See Wally Wood and 
Harvey Kurtzman’s early work, and 
far more in 24 complete stories. Also 
featuring work by Al Feldstein, Harry 
Harrison, Jack Kamen, and Graham 
Ingles. Dark Horse, 2022. 
ECAWS01. SC, 8x11, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
EC ARCHIVES: Crime Illustrated (#1-3, 1955-56), Extra 
(#1-5, 1955), Modern Love (#1-8, 1949-50), Panic (Vol 1 
#1-6), Saddle Justice (#3-8, 1948-49), Valor (#1-5, 1955). 
ECACIH, ECEXH, ECMLH, ECP01HECASJH, ECVAH. 
 ea: $49.99 $39.99
CHOKE GASP! The Best of 75 Years of EC Comics
CHOKH. HC, 8x11, 528pg, FC $49.99 $39.99
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Overstreet  
Comic Book Price Guide 

 to Lost Universes
Deluxe Signed
Signed by Robert M. Overstreet, 
Steve Geppi, Jim Shooter, 
co-authors J.C. Vaughn & Scott 
Braden, and Gemstone’s Mark 
Huesman & Amanda Sheriff! 
Numbered & limited, 100. Variant 
cover. By Robert M. Overstreet. 
The highly collectible world of lost 

universes gets 
a brand-new 
specially fo-
cused, full-color 
edition of Overstreet that also serves 
as a Photo-Journal of all the comics 
featured. From in-depth looks at the 
original Milestone and Valiant publishers, 
to Tower’s T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents and 
Charlton’s superheroes, and from Topps’ 
Kirbyverse and the MLJ/Archie heroes 
(including the Golden Age issues) to 
Malibu’s Ultraverse and Marvel’s New 
Universe and more. Gemstone, 2022.
OVERLD. HC, 7x10, 528pg, PC  $75.00

Ironjaw Cover Softcover
Gemstone, 2022.
OVERLI. SC, 7x10, 528pg, PC 
  $25.00
Ironjaw Cover Hardcover
Gemstone, 2022.
OVERLIH. HC, 7x10, 528pg, PC 
  $35.00

Might Crusaders Cover
Gemstone, 2022.
OVERLM. SC, 7x10, 528pg, PC 
  $25.00
Mighty Crusaders Cover 
Hardcover
Gemstone, 2022.
OVERLMH. HC, 7x10, 528pg, PC 
  $35.00

HEROES OF THE HOME FRONT  
Bell Features Artists of WWII
Almost Gone! Back in stock, very limited supply. Highly 
Recommended. By Ivan Kocmarek. Forewords by Gerald 
Lazare and John Bell. A massive 300 page book includ-
ing 150 full-page reproductions of original art pages, plus 
backstories and special interviews with the artists. Canada 
banned American comics during the Second World War, 
precipitating an explosion of homegrown comics from young 
publishers and creators. One of these was Bell Features, and 
it put out comics touting the exploits of heroes like Nelvana 
of the Northern Lights, the first Canadian super-heroine, who 
preceded even Wonder Woman. And Johnny Canuck, Speed 
Savage, The Brain, Nitro, The Dreamer, Doc Stearne (yes, of 
Mr. Monster fame), and Super Commando.  
North End Books, 2018. Out of Print.
HERHFD. HC, 9x12, 320pg, PC  $140.00

“About Comics” Publishing
AUNT’S IN YOUR PANTS Memoirs of a  
Dirty Old Woman
Recommended. The great 
Sergio Aragonés, in the 
early years of his fifty-plus-and-
still-counting career at Mad 
Magazine, also created this 
book of cartoons focused on a 
horny grandmother, a woman 
who does not let things like 
appropriateness and consent 
get in her way. It’s brilliantly 
funny Aragones on a single-panel collection that most of us 
have never before seen. It would have fit right in to the 1970s 
National Lampoon. About Comics, 2020. Mature Readers.
AUNPA. SC, 8x8, 52pg, b&w  $9.99

BOOTSIE’S BIG ‘50s A Dark Laughter Collection
Highly Recommended. “Negro America’s Favorite Cartoon-
ist.” That’s what Langston Hughes called Ollie Harrington, 
whose cartoons and comic strips were a staple of America’s 
Black newspapers for decades starting in the 1930s. In his 
single-panel series “Dark Laughter,” Harrington brought out 
the vibrancy of Harlem life in its day, while serving some 
cutting looks at the politics of the time. At the heart of “Dark 
Laughter” is Bootsie, a cunning, conning, girl-chasing ne’er-
do-well who is nonetheless beloved in his Harlem communi-
ty... if often reluctantly. Bootsie is both the victim of the world’s 
troubles and a frequent cause of them for others. Excellent 
artwork and mostly superior (and larger size) reproduction 
than Bootsie’s War Years. About Comics, 2021.
BOOTB. SC, 8x11, 156pg, b&w  $18.00
BOOTSIE’S WAR YEARS
Forward by Qiana Whitted. Rec-
ommended. Bootsie was a liar, a 
womanizer, a layabout, a scammer, a 
cheat, and an all around disreputable 
dude. And one of the best-known and 
beloved Black syndicated strips ever 
created. For the first time, 150 “Dark 
Laughter” cartoons from 1941 through 
1946, during which time Bootsie goes 
from being a draft evader to a draftee, 
an enlisted man, a serviceman on the 
ground in Europe, and ultimately to a 
veteran for the winning side. In these, 
cartoonist Ollie Harrington’s lively art captures the rich 
reality of Bootsie’s world while telling tales that are sometimes 
joyous, sometimes very harsh, like the world itself.  
About Comics, 2022.
BOOTW. SC, 6x9, 162pg, b&w  $18.00
CHERRY SUNDAE The Complete Collection
Recommended. Before Pete 
Tumlinson drew the early 
adventures of Marvel’s Kid 
Colt, Outlaw, he created this 
wild romp of a newspaper 
strip that was published in 
papers throughout the United 
States as an advertising 
premium, once each week. 
Cherry is a comely carrot-top car-hop at the local drive in who 
finds herself being courted by two young men. They battle for 
her attention and affection... on the land, in the water, and in 
the skies above! And her girlfriend also vies for their affection, 
much like Betty and Veronica. But this was a bit more racy 
with some wonderful, leggy panels and low-cut outfits. Note: 
reproduction quality varies. With no source for good proofs, 
the publisher’s source is printed strips. About Comics, 2021.
CHESU. SC, 9x6, 86pg, b&w  $9.99
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PANEL THREE COMIC BOOK 
SCRIPTS BY TOP WRITERS
Every comics writer brings their own 
style to their script, and here you’ll find 
nine hand-picked scripts from writers 
of comics and graphic novels. See how 
Mark Waid writes a crime tale, Eric 
Shanower writes an Age of Bronze 
script, Bryan Talbot writes “Cherub.” 
Plus Mark Verheiden writing for his 
own super-powered hero The American, 
The Men In Black creator Lowell Cunningham writing a new 
concept, Watchmen editor Barbara Randall Kesel writing an 
all-ages short story, and Professor R. Alan Brooks with a tale 
from his Burning Metronome series. About Comics, 2021.
PANTHR. SC, 8x11, 208pg, Text/b&w  $19.95

JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER 
VAMPIRELLA BUST
Limited & numbered, 705. Vampirella 
celebrates 50 years with an all-new stat-
ue featuring Joseph Michael Linsner’s 
Vampirella. Each 7.5 inch high resin bust 
is hand painted and placed on an elegant 
“book” base. The theme is based on 
the idea of “balance between heart and 
mind.” This strictly limited resin collectible 
is the only one that will ever be made. 
Dynamite, 2021.
JMLVAM. 7.5” tall, FC  $139.99

BLACK INFINITY Volume 8 Rocketships and 
Spacesuits
Recommended. 15 stories (both new 
and classic) celebrating rocketships & 
spacesuits in pop culture, including 3 
rarely seen tales by Ray Bradbury; 4 
illustrated features, including articles 
on Destination Moon by Justin 
Humphrey, curator of producer/direc-
tor George Pal’s Estate, and Space: 
1999; a new SF comics story, plus a 
never-before reprinted, “lost” classic 
comic story by Alex Toth. Profusely illustrated by Emsh, 
Virgil Finlay et al. Dead Letter Press, 2022.
BLAIN08. SC, 7x9, 232pg, Text/b&w  $12.95
See our website, or inquire, for more Black Infinity.
ELRIC OF MELNIBONE The Elric Saga  
Prose Novel Volume 1
Highly Recommended. Foreword by 
Neil Gaiman. I723 pages, four complete 
prose novels, plus full-color endpaper 
map and interior illustrations. In one 
of the most well-known and well-loved 
fantasy epics of the 20th century, Elric is 
the brooding, albino emperor of the dying 
Kingdom of Melnibone maintaining a 
symbiotic existence with his blood-thirsty 
sword, with a mind of its own. Elric’s 
amoral cousin Yrkoon sets his eyes on 
the throne starting an epic battle for the right to rule.  
Gallery/Saga Press, 2022.
ELR01H. HC, 6x9, 752pg, FC  $29.99
MEN’S ADVENTURE QUARTERLY Volume 1 
Number 4
Recommended. Art by Mort Küns-
tler, James Bama, Vic Prezio, and 
Clarence Doore. This issue collects 
classic stories and artwork from 
vintage men’s adventure magazines 
that feature “Jungle Girls”--the savage 
sirens of men’s adventure fiction--and 
special features about two real-life 
Jungle Girls: travel/adventure writer 
and pinup model “Jungle Jane” Dol-
inger and actress Marion Michael, who played Liane, Jungle 
Goddess! Nudity. Robert Deis, 2022. Mature readers. 
MENQ04. SC, 8x10, 148pg, PC  $29.95
See our website, or inquire, for more Men’s Adventure.
SKIES OF VENUS A Novel of Amtor
By Neal Romanek. Art by Douglas 
Klauba. Cover by Richard Hescox. Wild 
Adventures of Edgar Rice Burroughs 
series. This new novel transports readers 
back to the mysterious, shrouded world 
of Amtor that was discovered by Carson 
Napier in ERB’s Pirates of Venus, but 
this time to experience it through the 
eyes of an Earthman of the twenty-first 
century. Virgil Erath is on death row for 
a crime he didn’t commit. But he gets 
a new beginning when he is mystically 
transported Venus. ERB, Inc. 2022.
SKIEV. SC, 6x9, 334pg, Text/b&w  $19.95
Hardcover Edition
ERB, Inc. 2022.
SKIEVH. HC, 6x9, 334pg, Text/b&w  $34.95

How-To
FANTASTIC ILLUSTRATED The Comics Art 
Techniques of Paul Davidson 
Hardcover Remarqued
Signed and limited hardcover 
limited to 50, with a small drawing. 
Foreword by Dan Abnett. Renowned 
Marvel & 2000AD artist Paul 
Davidson takes you on a behind-
the-scenes look at his process and 
the art techniques used to illustrate 
a comic book. Here is a unique 
insight into the mind of a comic book 
creator as he develops an idea from 
sketching, inking, and finally coloring the final page. 100 

pages of character design, concept 
art, and the how-to construction of a 
comic book page. Berserker, 2022. 
Out of print.
FANPDS. HC, 8x12, 100pg, PC 
  $75.00
◄ Signed Edition
Signed with a full color cover! 
Foreword by Dan Abnett.  
Berserker, 2022. Out of print.
FANPD. SC, 8x12, 100pg, PC 
  $35.00

Regular Edition with Variant Cover
Almost Gone! Variant b&w cover 
art, unsigned, limited. Foreword 
by Dan Abnett. This variant cover is 
printed in three colors with the cen-
tral artwork in black & white, where 
it’s in full color on the regular and 
limited/hardcover edition. It was a 
special premium only available with 
every six regular copies ordered, so 
our supply is very limited.  
Berserker, 2022. Out of print.
FANPDV. SC, 8x12, 100pg, PC 
  $45.00
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Subscribe!
Why wait? 

Join our weekly New Arrivals email 
for the latest items. Sign up for web 
only specials, get sales before they 
hit print. 
We now offer options (you choose 
your preferences):
• See all New Arrivals
• Special Offers
• Rare Books
• Adult on Sale 
Sign up on our order form, go to our 
website and sign up, or call for assis-
tance. 

info@budsartbooks.com       530-273-2166 
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CAVEWOMAN HEADING HOME Budd Root Cover D
Limited, 450. By Devon Massey. Cover by 
Budd Root. Meriem had a great time fish-
ing and being alone for a bit--but now it’s 
time to head home to Marshville! It seems 
easy--pack up, head out and arrive home. 
But as usual, things don’t work out as 
planned. It seems the entire jungle is intent 
on keeping Cavewoman from returning to 
town alive... Amryl, 2022. Adult Material.
CAVHHD. Comic, 7x10, 24pg, b&w  $12.00

◄ Budd Root Cover E
Limited, 450. Amryl, 2022.  
Adult material.
CAVHHE.  
Comic, 7x10, 24pg, b&w  $12.00

See our website, or inquire, for more Cavewoman.
FASTNER & LARSON’S  
DEVILS PLAYGROUND
An all-new limited edition collection 
of sketches, studies, art, and general 
images of glorious good-girl damna-
tion from the team supreme of Steve 
Fastner & Rich Larson! If you’re on the 
road to Hell, this will make worthwhile 
reading! A must-have for all F&L enthu-
siasts!  
SQP, 2021. Mature readers.
FASDEV. SC, 8x11, 48pg, b&w  $9.95
MILO MANARA’S THE GOLDEN ASS 
Uncensored Version
By Milo Manara. The salacious graphic 
novel adaptation of one of classic Ro-
man literature’s most legendary stories, 
as told by one of eroticas’ most legend-
ary artists, Milo Manara. A young man’s 
fascination with witchcraft leads him to 
be transformed into a donkey. Passing 
from owner to owner, young Lucius 
runs afoul of thieves, sorcerers, and 
beautiful, sensous women in his search 
for salvation. Inspired by “The Golden 
Ass of Apuleius,” an ancient story that has inspired generations 
of writers. A titillating sex fantasy. 
Humanoids, 2022. Adult Material.
MILGH. HC, 8x10, 56pg, FC $24.99 $21.99

From Taschen
THE LITTLE BIG BOOK OF LEGS
Back in stock. By Dian Hanson. 
A light and portable new edition, 
packing over 150 of the choicest 
photos from the original volume into 
a compact and adorable package. 
From Betty Grable to Bettie Page, 
the greatest legs of the 20th Cen-
tury can be found within, shot by 
Irving Klaw, Bunny Yeager, and 
the incomparable Elmer Batters, 
father of leg art. There are silk 
and nylon stockings, high heels in 
abundance, curvy calves, taut thighs, playful toes and 
towering arches. Taschen, 2022. Adult Material.
LBBLH. HC, 6x8, 192pg, FC  $16.00
THE LITTLE BIG BUTT BOOK
Edited by Dian Hanson. This devot-
ed compendium to the female der-
riere packs a whole lot of big booty 
into one petite treat of a book. 
Featuring more than 150 images 
of the biggest and best rears from 
The Big Book of Butt, including 30 
new images. An irresistible ode to 
voluptuous curves from the 1950s 
to today. Matched companion 
to The Little Big Book of Legs. 
Taschen, 2022. Mature Readers.
LBBBH. HC, 6x8, 192pg, FC  $16.00
THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG BREASTS
Edited by Dian Hanson. What 
can we say that the title doesn’t 
already? Page after page of 
lovely ladies with two big things in 
common. Editor Dian Hanson has 
written an interesting essay on the 
history of America’s fascination with 
breasts which is printed in English, 
German and French. This doesn’t 
contain as many images as Big 
Book of Breasts 3D but the price is 
right and it can fit in your pocket! 
Dian Hanson has picked the “best of” from her very popu-
lar book. Taschen, 2012. Adult Material.
LBBH. SC, 5x7, 190pg, PC  $16.00

William Stout
LEGENDS OF THE BLUES  
Card Set By William Stout
Highly Recommended. In this boxed 
set of trading cards, acclaimed artist and 
writer William Stout captures the soul 
and unique personalities of 50 amazing 
musicians and vocalists--some famous, 
some obscure--but all true legends. 
Stout’s eclectic selections, all personal 
favorites, are exquisitely rendered in 
ink and watercolor. A concise biography 
is featured on the back of each. Same attractive format as 
R. Crumb’s card sets, Heroes of the Blues and Early Jazz 
Greats...also published by Kitchen Sink.  
Denis Kitchen Publishing, 2021.
LEGB. 50 cards, 3x4, FC  $12.95
MORE LEGENDS OF THE BLUES 
Card Set by William Stout
Highly Recommended. Celebrated 
artist/writer William Stout captures 
the riveting personas of 50 brilliant 
musicians and vocalists in this collect-
ible boxed card set--companion to his 
Legends of the Blues and in the same 
format as R. Crumb’s card sets. From 
famous to forgotten, all performers 
featured are genuine legends. Stout’s 
eclectic selections are exquisitely drawn 
in vibrant watercolor and ink, with concise biographies on the 
flip side of each card. Denis Kitchen Publishing, 2021.
MLEGB. 50 cards, 3x4, FC  $12.95

Robert Crumb
EARLY JAZZ GREATS Card Set By Robert Crumb
Highly Recommended. New Printing. 
Thirty-six legendary blues musicians 
painted by Robert Crumb with concise 
biographies on reverse. Featured are 
such luminaries as Louis Armstrong, 
Bix Beiderbecke, Jellyroll Morton, 
King Oliver, Jack Teagarden, Earl 
Hines, Duke Ellington, Sidney Bechet, 
Thomas “Fats” Waller, Bennie Moten, 
Mary Lou Williams, Jimmy Noone and 
Benny Goodman. First published in 
1982!! Classics!  
Denis Kitchen Publishing, 2021.
EARJG. 36 cards, 3x4, FC  $11.95
HEROES OF THE BLUES  
Card Set by Robert Crumb
Highly Recommended. The legends 
of early blues history: Mississippi John 
Hurt, Son House, Blind Lemon Jeffer-
son, Memphis Minnie, Charley Patton, 
Jaybird Coleman, Big Bill Broonzy, 
Barbecue Bob and many others. A bio 
of each musician by historian Stephen 
Calt is on the back. Each musician or 
group is lovingly drawn in full color by 
underground comix legend R. Crumb. 
These cards are printed on heavy card stock. New printing, 
first published in 1980!! Denis Kitchen Publishing, 2021.
HERBL. 36 cards, 3x4, FC  $11.95
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REAL PHOTO POSTCARDS Pictures from a 
Changing Nation
By Linda Klich and Benjamin Weiss. 
The ubiquity of photography and social 
media makes it hard to imagine when 
it was not possible for ordinary people 
to take their own pictures and send 
them with short messages over long 
distances. But it was revolutionary 
when the Eastman Kodak Company, in 
1903, unveiled a new postcard camera 
that produced a postcard-size negative that could print direct-
ly onto a blank card. Suddenly almost anyone could take a 
picture--of neighbors at home and at work, local celebrations, 
newsworthy disasters, sightseeing trips--and turn it into a 
postcard. MFA Publications, 2022. Due: May.
REALPH. HC, 8x9, 304pg, PC  $45.00
SANJULIAN Master of Fantasy Art
Limited, 1000. Completely Revised 
New Edition. Our Highest Recommen-
dation. By Manual Auad. Legendary 
Spanish painter and illustrator Sanjulian 
is renowned the world over for his in-
credible covers for Famous Monsters of 
Filmland, Vampirella, Conan, Eerie and 
Creepy as well as book covers, posters, 
private commissions and much more. 
This lavishly illustrated book celebrates 
the full breadth of Sanjulian’s career 
with an introduction by Joe Jusko, 100s of beautiful full color 
paintings and pencil sketches, unpublished illustrations and 
rarely seen early work plus exclusive photos and artwork from 
his personal archives. Book Palace, 2022. Due: Jul.
SANJMH. HC, 10x13, 312pg, FC  $89.00

Comics, Graphic Novels,  
Comic Book Archives

ICE CREAM MAN Sundae Edition
Collects #1-12. By Maxwell Prince. Art 
by Martin Morazzo and Chris O’Halloran. 
Collecting the first twelve issues of the 
critically acclaimed, bestselling anthol-
ogy comic Ice Cream Man. Oversized 
hardcover. From the haunting inaugural 
issue, to an exploration of opioid abuse, 
to a lauded three-tiered silent meditation, 
to even the far reaches of future outer 
space--there’s a sliver of suffering here 
for everyone. Image Comics, 2022.  
Due: June.
ICE01H. HC, 7x11, 400pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
RED SONJA BLACK, WHITE, RED Volume 1
Collects #1-4. Cover by Philip Tan. 
By Kurt Busiek, Gail Simone et al. The 
comics industry’s top writers and artists 
pen 12 tales. Sonja’s journeys take her 
through key moments of her long life, 
across the Hyborian Age, and against 
many foes and challenges, while creators 
also push the artistic boundaries of the 
medium through their storytelling.  
Dynamite, 2022. Due: May.
REDB01H. HC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC 
 $29.99 $26.99
Volume 1 Signed
Signed by Gail Simone. Due: May. REDB01HS.   $49.99
ABSOLUTE DOOMSDAY CLOCK
By Geoff Johns and Gary Frank. 
Doomsday Clock finally gets the Absolute 
treatment! Dr. Manhattan, a near-omnip-
otent being from the Watchmen universe, 
has been using his powers to rewrite the 
DC Universe--reshaping some heroes’ 
histories, erasing other heroes altogether, 
and playing with the fates of the good and 
evil alike. But why? What does a godlike 
being from another world stand to gain? 
Now that our heroes know they’re being 
toyed with, what can they do to stop it? The clock is ticking... 
DC Comics, 2022. Due: Sep.
SABSDDH. HC, 7x10, 496pg, FC $125.00 $110.00

Artists & Illustration
1914-1919 THROUGH THE EYES 
OF FORTUNINO MATANIA
Highly Recommended. Edited by Peter 
Richardson. In August 1914 much of Eu-
rope was pitched into a war and much of 
the news was relayed through wartime 
illustrators. Preeminent among them 
was Fortunino Matania, The Sphere’s 
artist-on-the-spot for events ranging 
from coronations to disasters. Sent to a 
variety of Fronts to cover the conflict, his 
illustrations created a gripping testimony. Over 150 paintings 
and drawings of World War 1. Book Palace, 2022. Due: June.
THFMH. HC, 9x11, 160pg, b&w  $54.99
AMERICA GOES MODERN
By Nonie Gadsden. Masterpieces of 
furniture, metalware and plastics from 
the early 20th century. This is a close 
examination of selected masterworks. 
Each of these exceptional objects 
offers a window into the social, cultural, 
technological and economic world in 
which they were made and used. Sleek 
furniture, vibrant ceramics, streamlined 
metalwares and innovative plastics from 
the leading designers of the era: Nor-
man Bel Geddes, Walter Dorwin Teague, John Vassos, 
and many others. MFA Publications, 2022. Due: June.
AMEGH. HC, 7x10, 224pg, PC  $45.00
DAVE STEVENS’ THE ROCKETEER Artist’s Edition
Our Highest Recommendation. In 
April of 1982, The Rocketeer debuted as 
a backup feature from Pacific Comics. 
Dave Stevens’s character caught the 
imagination of countless readers and 
became a worldwide sensation, even 
being turned into a big-budget feature 
film! And in 2009 when IDW launched 
its award-winning Artist’s Edition series, 
The Rocketeer was the inaugural 
release, even winning a coveted Eisner 
Award that year. The book quickly sold 
out and went into a second printing. Now, more than 10 years 
later, The Rocketeer is soaring back with a new 40th anni-
versary printing. IDW, 2022. Due: May.
DSRAEH. HC, 136pg, b&w  $150.00
FRANKLIN BOOTH SILENT SYMPHONY
Our Highest Recommendation. The 
culmination of twenty years of pub-
lishing. The entire Flesk team poured 
months of research and work into mak-
ing this all-new, freshly designed, 304-
page volume that reprises their first book 
in 2002. This celebrates the life and 
work of Franklin Booth, who inspired 
artists from Berni Wrightson to Michael 
Kaluta. This is THE book on one of the 
most successful commercial artists of 
the early 20th century. 365 black and white and 25 color illus-
trations plus photos and more. Flesk, 2022. Due: Sep.
FRABSS. SC, 304pg, PC $49.95 $45.00
Hardcover Edition
Special hardcover edition, limited. Our Highest Recom-
mendation. Flesk, 2022. Due: Sep.
FRABSSH. HC PC  $65.00
KYOSAI The Israel Goldman Collection
The Japanese artist Kawanabe Kyosai 
(1831-89) saw Japan transform itself 
from a feudal country into a modern 
state. The turbulent times in which he 
lived are reflected in his riotous images, 
in which skeletons, demons and ghosts 
rub shoulders with classically rendered 
ukiyo-e courtesans. Among his most 
charming and inventive works are his 
brilliant depictions of animals--crows, 
frogs and elephants, among many oth-
ers--which often stand in for political figures of the day. Royal 
Academy of Arts, 2022. Due: May.
KYOSIH. HC, 10x12, 192pg, PC  $49.95
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PHOENIX Omnibus Volume 1
Highly Recommended. Chris 
Claremont, Dave Cockrum and John 
Byrne weave a galaxy-spanning tale 
of triumph and tragedy that changed 
everything for the X-Men, the Marvel 
Universe--and all of comics! The full, 
original Dark Phoenix Saga is present-
ed alongside bonus tales illuminating 
Jean Grey’s defining story.  
Marvel, 2022. Due: May.
PHOE01H. HC, 7x10, 688pg, FC $100.00 $85.00

EERIE PUBLICATIONS THE COMPLETE COVERS 
The Whole Bloody Mess
By Mike Howlett. Cover by Bill Alex-
ander. The horror comics fan’s dream 
book!! Shrieking at you from the news-
stands like garish sideshow banners, the 
notorious Eerie Publications raunchy, 
sensationalist magazines dared comic 
readers of the 60s and 70s to look. With 
the promise of torture and gore, those 
covers burned themselves into the brain 
of everyone who saw them. Now every 
known cover has been collected here and presented chrono-
logically, fully annotated and in full color.  
Fantaco, 2022. Due: Apr.
EERP. SC, 8x11, 240pg, FC  $39.95
Hardcover Edition: Fantaco, 2022. Due: Apr.
EERPH. HC, 8x11, 240pg, FC  $59.95
JANE FOSTER The Saga of the Mighty Thor
Collects Thor #1-8; Mighty Thor #1-5, 
8-11, 13-14; & more, 2014-17. When the 
Son of Odin is rendered unworthy of lift-
ing Mjolnir, the hammer is claimed--by a 
Goddess of Thunder! Her battles against 
Frost Giants, Malekith and the Minotaur 
prove that she is well worthy of the name 
Thor! But this new hero is secretly Dr. 
Jane Foster--and each time she trans-
forms, it worsens the cancer that is killing 
her! Marvel, 2022. Due: May.
JANFO. SC, 7x10, 472pg, FC  
 $44.99 $41.99
MARVEL JUNE 1962 Omnibus
Recommended. Where were you in June 
of 1962? Spider-Man was making his 
historic debut in Amazing Fantasy #15. 
Thor first held aloft the hammer Mjolnir. 
Hank Pym donned his cybernetic helmet, 
becoming Ant-Man. The FF squared off 
against Namor and Doctor Doom. Kid 
Colt mixed it up with the Circus of Crime. 
Millie the Model got mixed up in more 
Hanover hijinks. Patsy and Hedy worked 
on their frenemy-ship. Star-crossed lov-
ers dealt with the ups and downs of romance, all while tales 
of horror and fantasy stories crept from the pages of titles like 
Strange Tales. Marvel. 2022. Due: June.
MARJ62H. HC, 7x10, 520pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
MARVEL MASTERWORKS DAREDEVIL Volume 16
Collects Daredevil #173-181, 1981-82 
& 4 more comics. Recommended. In 
issue after issue, Frank Miller redefined 
the Man Without Fear with work that 
stands atop the peak of comic book 
storytelling. When Miller introduced 
Elektra, readers could not get enough of 
the assassin from Matt Murdock’s past. 
In this volume, her saga ratchets up as 
she and Daredevil fight the unstop-
pable ninjas of The Hand. Miller also 
introduces Stick, the gruff mentor who 
trained a young Murdock and who now must help him regain 
his radar sense before the Kingpin closes in. Also a deadly 
reckoning for Ben Urich and with Bullseye that ends in one 
of the most scintillating moments in comics history. Plus: A 
pair of essential What If? rarities and an Elektra solo mission! 
Marvel, 2022. Due: June.
MMDA16H. HC, 7x10, 352pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
DOCTOR STRANGE Vol 9: MMD09H.  $75.00 $65.00

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By J Michael Straczynski 
Omnibus Volume 1
Collects Amazing Spider-Man #30-58, 
500-514, 509 Director’s Cut. Acclaimed 
screenwriter J. Michael Straczynski 
begins a run that established him as one 
of the all-time Spidey greats--joined by 
the legendary John Romita Jr. They 
introduce an enigmatic stranger with 
a startling secret about Spider-Man’s 
origin! Wrestling with his separation from 
Mary Jane, Peter goes back to his roots 
with a new job--science teacher at his 
old school! But how will Aunt May react when she learns that 
Peter is really Spider-Man?! Marvel, 2022. Due: May.
AMSJ01H. HC, 7x10, 1120pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Omnibus Volume 1
New printing. Our Highest Recom-
mendation. Collects Amazing Fantasy 
#15, Amazing Spider-Man #1-38, Annu-
al #1-2 & more, 1961-64. In 1962, in the 
pages of a series slated for cancellation, 
Stan Lee and Steve Ditko created one 
of the most enduring icons in American 
popular media: the amazing Spider-Man! 
They imbued the young, guilt-ridden Pe-
ter Parker with the fantastic powers of an 
arachnid and the fantastic pressures of 
an everyday teenager. The combination 
was pure magic. In 40 issues of web-slinging, wisecracking 
wonderment, Lee and Ditko built the foundation for decades 
of Spidey spectaculars! Marvel, 2022. Due: June.
AM01H. HC, 7x11, 1152pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
CATWOMAN OF EAST END Omnibus
Collects Detective Comics #759-762; 
Catwoman #1-37; Catwoman Secret 
Files #1; Catwoman Selina’s Big Score 
#1. By Ed Brubaker. Art by Darwyn 
Cooke. A serial killer is racking up bodies 
in Selina Kyle’s old haunts, taking her 
back to a life she thought she’d left be-
hind permanently. When Catwoman starts 
investigating it leads her into the heart of 
the Gotham Police Department and an 
encounter with a face from her past... Is 
Catwoman really ready for what’s waiting 
for her in the dark streets of Gotham? DC Comics, 2022.
Due: May.
CATEH. HC, 7x10, 1064pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
THE COMPLETE CYBERFORCE Volume 1
Go back to the beginning! To coincide 
with the groundbreaking 30th anniversary 
of Top Cow and Image Comics, Top Cow 
presents the original stories that launched 
Cyberforce, including the very first story, 
“Tin Men of War.” Through the brilliant art 
of Marc Silvestri, new and old fans alike 
can revisit the introduction of classic char-
acters like Velocity, Ripclaw, Heatwave, 
Cyblade, Stryker, Impact, and Ballistic to 
the world of comics. All this and more, 
gorgeously rendered and assembled in 
this first volume of absolute collected editions. First time back 
in print since 1992! Image Comics, 2022. Due: June.
COMCF01. SC, 664pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
Volume 1 Hardcover: Due: June.
COMCF01H. HC, 664pg, FC $49.99 $44.99
DAREDEVIL By Brubaker & Lark 
Omnibus Volume 1
Collects Daredevil #82-105 (1998 
series), 2006-2008. Longtime DD fans 
will not be disappointed as the critical-
ly acclaimed, award-winning creative 
team of Ed Brubaker and Michael Lark 
leave their mark on one of comics’ most 
enduring legends! For the past few years, 
Matt Murdock’s life has been teetering 
on the edge of destruction. Now, pushed 
beyond the limit, people he calls friends 
are deserting him, and Hell’s Kitchen is slipping out of control. 
How far will Daredevil go to get back what is his?  
Marvel, 2022. Due: May.
DARE01H. HC, 7x10, 608pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
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THE QUESTION Omnibus By Dennis O’Neil and 
Denys Cowan Volume 1
Collects The Question #1-27 & three an-
nuals, 1987-89. Just a few short years after 
co-creating Spider-Man, artist and writer 
Steve Ditko created the Question. Two dec-
ades later, writer Dennis O’Neil and artist 
Denys Cowan reinvented the Question for 
the late 1980s. They imbued Vic Sage with 
a Zen philosophy and forced him to ask 
vital questions about his methods employed 
while fighting crime in the corrupt town of 
Hub City. DC Comics, 2022. Due: May.
QUES01H. HC, 7x10, 916pg, FC $99.99 $89.99
THE SAVAGE SHE-HULK Omnibus
Collects Savage She-Hulk #1-25; Marvel 
Two-in-One #88, 1980-81.The complete 
original adventures of She-Hulk. When 
criminal defense attorney Jennifer Walters 
is shot by a mob hitman, her cousin saves 
her life with a blood transfusion--that cousin 
is Bruce Banner and his gamma-irradiated 
blood turns her into the Savage She-Hulk! 
Suddenly, she’s a mean, green lawyering 
machine, and criminals the world over had 
better watch out. Marvel, 2022. Due: Apr.
SAVSHH. HC, 7x11, 648pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
SHE-HULK By Peter Davis Omnibus
Collects She-Hulk #22-38 plus five other 
series, c.2006-10. Gamma-powered 
Hulk scribe Peter David crafts a whole 
new direction for the lean green fighting 
machine, as the world’s most dangerous 
lawyer takes on the world’s most dan-
gerous job! But why has Jennifer Walters 
become a bounty hunter? What happened 
to her once thriving legal career? And what 
startling secret is her new partner Jazinda 
hiding? Marvel, 2022. Due: May.
SHEHUH. HC, 7x10, 552pg, FC 
 $75.00 $65.00
THE THING Omnibus
Collects The Thing #1-36, 1983-85, The 
Hulk & Thing Graphic Novel & nine 
more issues. By John Byrne et al. Art by 
Ron Wilson et al. The Thing takes on all 
comers: Inhumans, Wonder Man, She-
Hulk and Spider-Man! After the Secret 
Wars, the Thing seeks a new life as Rocky 
Grimm, Space Ranger! It’s mayhem and 
monsters, love and loss--but is the Thing 
ready for what awaits him back home? 
Marvel, 2022. Due: May.
THINH. HC, 7x10, 1160pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
THOR By Jason Aaron Omnibus Volume 1
Collects Thor God of Thunder #1-25; 
Thor #1-8; Annual #1; Thors #1-4; 
Mighty Thor #1-12, 2012-15. Jason Aar-
on and and artists including Esad Ribić 
and Russell Dauterman begin a truly epic 
saga of Thor--whoever he or she may be! 
The Goddess of Thunder battles Malekith, 
Loki, Roxxon--and even Odin! But who is 
she under the mask? And what is Thor’s 
terrible secret? Gods are vanishing--and 
the Thor must unite with his past and future 
selves! Marvel, 2022. Due: Apr.
THORJ01H. HC, 7x11, 1216pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
THOR By Matt Fraction Omnibus
Thor #615-621, 2007; The Mighty Thor 
#1-22; Fear Itself #1-7, 2011-12 and 
much more. Matt Fraction’s complete 
saga of Thor! Asgard is the target of a dark, 
destructive force from another reality. When 
Thor and Sif dive deep into the heart of the 
fractured World Tree, what they find attracts 
the attention of the Silver Surfer--and in 
his wake follows Galactus! But the most 
horrifying threat of all is the Serpent! Thor is 
fated to die--but can a team-up with young 
Loki stave off disaster, or will everything burn? Marvel, 2022. 
Due: June.
THORMFH. HC, 7x11, 1352pg, FC $125.00 $110.00

PS Artbooks
CLASSIC ADVENTURE COMICS Volume 5
Collects Combat #1-5, 1961-62. 
Remarkable accounts of some of 
the fiercest battles in World War II: 
“Get the Bismark!” “Pearl Harbor.” 
“The Death March of Bataan.” “Lt. 
John F. Kennedy, USNR,” the story of 
President Kennedy on PT Boat #109. 
The great “Desert Fox” falls before 
the surging onslaught of British might! 

And all featuring 
the stunning 
artwork of the 
great Sam Glanzman!  
PS Artbooks, 2022. Due: May.
PCAD05. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC 
  $29.99
◄ Volume 5 Hardcover
PS Artbooks, 2022. Due: May.
PCAD05H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC 
  $46.99

PS ARTBOOKS PRESENTS: CLASSIC SCI-FI 
COMICS Volume 5 Hardcover
Collects Fantastic #8-9, 1952; and 
Fantastic Worlds #5-7, 1952-53. 
Recommended. Art by John Celardo, 
Harry Harrison, Alex Toth, Murphy 
Anderson et al. Fantastic was an off-
beat pre-code title from tiny Youthful, 
but the features were big: Captain 
Science, aka Gordon Dane, a sci-fi 
hero who fought all manner of outer 
space villains including flying saucers, 
monster gods, alien spawn, and even 
domestic traitors. And from Standard’s Fantastic Worlds 
starring Lieutenant Commander Bruce Hunter and Cap-
tain Jon Jax, the Space Ace. All reproduced completely 
from cover to cover, just like the original comics. 
PS Artbooks, 2022. Due: Apr.
PSSC05H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
SILVER AGE CLASSICS UNUSUAL TALES 
Volume 4
Collects Unusual Tales #16-20, 
1959-60. Unusual Tales moves 
beyond the Ditko era (last in #15) 
but continues the genre stories with 
art by Matt Baker (a cover and two 
stories, with Vince Colletta), Dick 
Giordano, Charles Nicholas, and 
Don Perlin. Science fiction, horror, 
suspense, fantasy and the supernat-
ural. “Under Antarctic Ice,” “Gravity 

Grabber,” “The 
Talking Dog,” “Thinkee the Thinka-
tron,” “The Time Cap,” and “The 
Unbelievable Stone Man” are just a 
few of the stories.  
PS Artbooks, 2022. Due: May.
SAUT04. SC, 7x10, 216pg, FC 
  $29.99
◄ Volume 4 Hardcover
PS Artbooks, 2022. Due: May.
SAUT04H. HC, 7x10, 216pg, FC 
  $46.99

SILVER AGE CLASSICS: MYSTERIES OF  
UNEXPLORED WORLDS Volume 4 Hardcover
Collects #16-20, 1960. Fantasy-su-
pernatural, horror science fiction 
stories from a roster of writers and 
artists that includes Dick Giordano, 
Bill Molno, Bill Fraccio, Bill Mon-
tes, Charles Nicholas and of course 
the truly remarkable one man crea-
tive genius and now late-lamented 
Steve Ditko, who has just two pages 
in #17 (not noted in Overstreet), but 
does the cover and lead story in #19. 
PS Artbooks, 2022. Due: Apr.
SAMUW04H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
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THOR Epic Collection Volume 1 
The God of Thunder
New printing. Collects Journey into 
Mystery (Thor stories) #83-109, 1962-
65. By Stan Lee. Art by Jack Kirby. A 
masterpiece of immortal action, cosmic 
scope and boundless drama, Stan 
Lee’s and Jack Kirby’s Thor collabora-
tions mark a cornerstone of the Marvel 
Universe--and that’s no small accomplish-
ment coming from the imaginations of the 
most celebrated creators in comics! First 
appearance of Loki and Odin, a second origin in #89, Tales of 
Asgard begins in #97, 1st Lava Man, Surtur, Human Cobra, 
Mr. Hyde, 2nd Avengers x-over, Dr. Strange, 1st Enchantress, 
Sif, Balder and Hela, Grey Gargoyle, Magneto, Origin of Loki, 
1st Destroyer... Marvel, 2022. Due: Apr.
THE01. SC, 7x10, 480pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
Now in Stock  
WOLVERINE WEAPON X Gallery Edition
Collects material from Marvel Comics 
Presents #72-84; Wolverine #166; 
Uncanny X-Men #205, 1981 & 1988. 
Highly Recommended. The charac-
ter-defining origin of Logan. Written, 
illustrated and colored by auteur creator 
and master storyteller Barry Wind-
sor-Smith, it is undeniably one of the 
greatest Wolverine stories ever told. 
After being taken hostage by an experi-
mental Canadian military science outfit, 
Logan is transformed into Weapon X, an 
unstoppable killing machine with an indestructible Adaman-
tium skeleton and razor-sharp claws. Marvel. 2022.
WOLWGH. HC, 7x10, 200pg, FC $44.99 $39.99

Comic Strip Collection,  
Statue & Pop Culture

THE A TO Z OF BRITISH NEWSPAPER STRIPS
By Paul Hudson. A comprehensive guide 
to the long and distinguished career of 
the British Newspaper Strip, with 680 
from over the last hundred years. 650 
titles are illustrated, including Andy Capp, 
Axa, Bristow, Flook, Fred Bassett, Garth, 
George and Lynne, Jeff Hawke, Modesty 
Blaise, Pip, Squeak and Wilfred, Rupert 
Bear, Tamara Drewe, The Perishers, 
Varoomshka, etc. Book Palace, 2022. 
Due: Jul.
ATOZH. HC, 7x11, 320pg, PC  $74.99
JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER DAWN BUST
Numbered & limited, 705. By Joseph 
Michael Linsner.Dawn, the goddess 
of rebirth, celebrates 30 years with an 
all-new two-statue set featuring one of 
Dynamite’s most exciting crossovers with 
Vampirella. Each of the 7.5 inch high 
resin busts are hand painted and placed 
on an elegant “book” base. Both statues 
together, create a complete, thematic set 
based on the idea of “balance between 
heart and mind.” These strictly limited 
resin collectibles are hand numbered and 
only 705 will ever be made. Dynamite, 2022. Due: Apr.
JMLDAW. 7.5” tall, FC  $139.99
GLAMOUR ROAD Color, Fashion, Style, and the 
Midcentury Automobile
By Jeff Stork & Tom Dolle. This 
highly visual book explores 
the seldom-told story of how 
glamour, fashion, design, and 
styling became the main focus 
of automotive marketing from 
the postwar 1940s through the 
1970s. With the expansion of the 
American suburbs after WWII, women suddenly needed cars 
of their own. By adopting the fashion industry’s yearly model 
changes, as well as hiring many designers and stylists from 
the fashion industry, the automobile industry made a direct 
appeal to the rising sophistication and influence of women. 
Schiffer, 2022. Due: Apr.
GLAMRH. HC, 256pg, FC $65.00 $59.95
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FOLD-ON ARCHIVAL BOOK JACKETS Pack of 10
Made from chemically stable Super-Clear 1.5-mil polyester 
film with a specially formulated pH-neutral PVA adhe-
sive--premium protection without losing the brilliance of 
the jacket graphics!
8-Inch JAF8. 8x17-1/2 ...............................................$7.95
9-Inch JAF9. 9x19 .................................................... $8.50
10-Inch JAF10. 10x21  ..............................................$9.50
10-Inch Extra Long JAF10L. 10x29  ........................$9.95
12-Inch JAF12. 12x24  ..............................................$9.95
12-Inch Extra Long JAF12L. 12x32  ......................$10.95
14-Inch JAF14. 14x28  ............................................$10.95
16-Inch JAF16. 16x30  ............................................$11.95

MYLITES 2 SLEEVES Pack of 50
Magazine MYL2MAG. 9x11-1/2 .............................. $29.00
Silver/Gold Comic MYL2SIL. 8×10-1/2 ................. $22.00

MYLAR SLEEVES Temporarily out of stock
Standard/Regular Comic  
MYLREG. 7 -1/4 x10-1/2, 25 sleeves ..................... $16.00

PLASTIC BAGS Pack of 100 except where noted
Postcard POSTC. 3-11/16×5-3/4.............................. $4.95
Paperback Book PB. 5x7-3/8 .................................. $6.95
Digest/Manga DIGEST. 6x7-5/8 ............................... $6.95
Current CPP. 6-7/8x10-1/2 ....................................... $5.95
Silver Age/Regular SAPP. 7-1/8x10-1/2 .................. $6.50
Golden Age GAR. 7-5/8x10-1/2 ............................... $7.50
Golden Age Thick  SUG. 8x10-1/2 .......................... $7.95
Magazine MAG. 8-3/4 x11-1/8 .................................. $8.50
Extra Thick Magazine/Sheet Music  
XTHICK. 9-3/8 x 12-1/4 ........................................... $11.95
Treasury TBAGS. 10-1/2x13-1/2 ............................ $14.95
Large Magazine/Life LGMAG. 11-1/8x14-1/4 ........ $16.95
Large Newspaper MPO. 16-1/4x24-1/8, 50 bags  . $24.95
Tabloid/Art Print TABL. 12-1/4x18-1/4 .................. $24.95 
Has a minor ripple.

BACKING BOARDS Pack of 100 except where noted
Current CPPB. 6-3/4 x10-1/2 ................................. $12.95
Silver Age SAPPB. 7x10-1/2 .................................. $13.95
Golden Age GARB. 7-1/2x10-1/2 ........................... $15.50
Magazine MAGB. 8-1/2x11 ..................................... $17.50
Treasury TBAGSB. 10-1/4 x13-1/2 ........................ $29.95
Tabloid/Art print TABLB. 11x17 .............................$42.50

COMIC BOOK TALL DIVIDERS
Heavy duty white plastic, write-on index tab 
COMTD. 7-1/4 x11-1/4, 25 dividers ........................ $22.50
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EC WEIRD FANTASY Cover Portfolio
This portfolio features twenty-two Weird 
Fantasy covers, which were used in Russ 
Cochran’s The Complete Weird Fantasy, 
except that they were trimmed to include 
the entire cover. The artwork, chiefly by EC 
editor, Al Feldstein, was colored especially 
for this series by the original EC color artist, 
Marie Severin.
Russ Cochran, 1981. Out of Print. Condi-
tion: Very Fine minus. Envelope has some 
edge wear and creases, slight sunning, and 
a few tiny damp stains. The prints are in 
excellent condition.
RB1635. 10x15, 22pg, FC  $100.00
FROM THE PEN OF PAUL: The Fantastic Images of 
Frank R. Paul Deluxe
Signed & Numbered, 136/500. Edited with 
an introduction by Stephen D. Korshak. 
Preface by Sir Arthur C. Clarke, with a 
special contribution by Jerry Weist. The 
first and only book on the life and art of the 
Grandfather of science-fiction illustration.
This Deluxe edition includes a definitive 16-
page Illustrated Index of all Paul’s full-color 
science-fiction magazine covers and black 
and white interior art. Signed by Stephen 
D. Korshak and Jerry Weist. Shasta/Phoenix Publishers, 2009. 
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.Stated First Printing, May 2009.
RB1648. HC, 9x12, 144pg, FC  $175.00

THE COMPLETE CRUMB COMICS Vol 1-17 Set
By Robert Crumb. A rare, complete set 
of this cult graphic magazine from the 
American satirical cartoonist Robert 
Crumb. Pictorial covers. Comes with 3 
cloth burgundy colored slipcases with a 
gold embossed image of the “Keep on 
Truckin’” character.Very fine condition 
throughout the 17 issues. Free shipping 
within the U.S. Fantagraphics, 1987-
2005. Out of Print.  
Condition: Fine/Very Fine.
RB1137. SC, 8x11, 2000pg, b&w  $900.00

Rare Books are added regularly to our website. See “Rare & Out 
of Print” on the website menu. These can sell out with no notice 
as soon as the catalog is online. Please call or use our website 
to order.

ANDRU & ESPOSITO: Partners For Life, Signed
Signed & Limited, #149 of 300. By Ross 
Andru and Mike Esposito. Penciller Ross 
Andru and inker Mike Esposito were one 
of the most famous, prolific, and talented 
artistic teams of the Siver Age of comics. 
Hermes Press, 2006. Out of Print. Con-
dition: Very Fine. Light smudging on the 
back, tiny bump on back top of spine.
RB3020. HC, 9x11, 160pg, Text/b&w 
  $120.00
THE ART OF JACK DAVIS  
Deluxe Signed
Compiled by Hank Harrison. This is the orig-
inal printing of the first ever book devoted 
to Jack’s artwork. Slipcase and contains a 
limited print signed by Jack Davis. The print 
is #460 of 1500. Stabur Press, 1987. Out of 
print. Condition: Very Fine book in a very 
good slipcase. Top of slipcase is bumped, 
and rubbed in multiple spots.
RB1894. HC, 8x11, 144pg, b&w  $120.00
THE ART OF STEVE HANKS:  
Poised Between Heartbeats
By Keith G. Olson, art by Steve Hanks. 
Third edition. Realistic figure painting in 
watercolor is technically demanding and 
Steve Hanks is the premier artist working 
in this field today. His astonishing realism 
comes from his skillful control of washes, 
edges, and layers. Hadley House, 2000. 
Out of print. Condition: Very Fine/ As 
New. Image is not actual book.
RB1925. HC, 12x15, 128pg, FC  $250.00

Edgar Rice Burroughs  
Authorized Library  

Tarzan Books 
Each volume has a superlative new cov-
er painting and frontis by Joe Jusko. See 
individual volumes on our website for more 
details. All 16 individual volumes are avail-
able at $29.95 ea.

1-4 Set
Highly Recommended. Art and 
Foreword by Joe Jusko. Set of the 
first four ERB Authorized Tarzan 
Library titles: Tarzan of the Apes, 
The Return of Tarzan, The Beasts 
of Tarzan, and The Son of Tarzan. 
Also sold individually. Joe Jusko is 
doing a stunning job of creating 
new color dust jacket covers for 
each of these new novels. ERB 
plans to collect every ERB novel 
in new editions, and Jusko, at 
least for now, is the artist who will 
be painting every cover. Each 
has a new Foreword by a noted 
authority. Each has a unique 
Afterword by Scott Tracy Griffin, 
in which he discusses how this 
novel came to be and the corre-
spondence between ERB and All-Story editor Metcalf. 
Bonus archival material in each volume. Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, Inc, 2019.
ERBAP. HC, 6x9, Text Only $119.80 $109.00

5-8 Set
The ERB Authorized Library’s 
Second Set of Four Volumes 
[5-8]. Highly Recommended. By 
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Tarzan and 
the Jewels of Opar, Jungle Tales of 
Tarzan, Tarzan the Untamed, and 
Tarzan the Terrible, new forewords 
by writers and ERB experts, and 
at least 24 page of bonus archival 
notes, J. Allen St. John illustra-
tions, letters to and from ERB, paperback covers and 
more. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc, 2020.
ERBA02P. HC, 6x9, Text/b&w $119.80 $109.00

9-12 Set
Each volume includes Unpub-
lished Archival Materials. Highly 
Recommended. By Edgar Rice 
Burroughs. Tarzan and the Golden 
Lion; Tarzan and the Ant Men; Tar-
zan, Lord of the Jungle; and Tar-
zan and the Lost Empire. These 
handsome hardcover editions 
feature forewords by Christopher 
Paul Carey, Richard A. Lupoff, 
Sarah A. Hoyt, and Donald F. 
Glut; afterwords by noted ERB scholar Henry G. Fran-
ke III; and a bounty of rare and previously unpublished 
archival materials. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2021. 
ERBA03P. HC, 6x9, Text/b&w $119.80 $109.00

Coming Soon 13-16 Set
Highly Recommended. By Edgar Rice Burroughs. 
Tarzan at the Earth’s Core, Tarzan 
the Invincible, Tarzan Triumphant, 
and Tarzan and the City of Gold. 
Forewords by Casper Van Dien, 
Robert de Young and Demos 
Sachlas, and afterwords by noted 
ERB scholar Henry G. Franke 
III plus bonus archive material. 
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2022. 
Due: Apr.
ERBA05P. HC, 6x9, Text/b&w
 $119.80 $109.00
See page 2 for Illustrated Quarterly Special #15 
featuring Edgar Rice Burroughs.
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UNEXPECTED JOURNEYS: The 
Art and Life of Remedios Varo
By Janet A. Kaplan. Janet A. Kaplan’s 
vivid chronicle, the first on the subject 
in English, interweaves Remedios 
Varo’s (1908-1963) life with the artist’s 
exquisite work. Painted with a jewel-like 
palette and old-master precision, Varo’s 
intimate tableaux, rich with details of 
women’s experience, tell fantasy tales of 
alchemy, science, mysticism, and magic. 
Abbeville Press, 1988. Out of Print.
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1924. HC, 7x10, 288pg, PC  $150.00
WILLY POGANY Original Illustration
By Willy Pogany. A pencil and 
red crayon rough drawing on 
parchment paper. This is not 
signed, but I can safely say this 
is by Pogany. I bought it with 
similar works that looked to be 
studies which all came from 
the old Heritage Book Shop in 
Los Angeles, who sold material 
perhaps consigned to them from the Pogany family, since he 
lived same LA area. Out of Print. Condition: Fine.
RB326. 1 print, 16x11, Two Color $300.00
CREEPY PRESENTS Richard Corben
By Richard Corben, Doug Moench et 
al. For the first time ever, all of Corben’s 
Creepy and Eerie short stories and 
cover illustrations are being collected 
into one deluxe hardcover! Foreword 
by artist and comic book colorist José 
Villarrubia who also provides color res-
toration this features Corben’s original 
stories, Edgar Allan Poe adaptations, 
and collaborations with writers Bruce 
Jones, Dough Moench, Gerry Conway, 
et al. Dark Horse, 2012. Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine. 
Light edge-wear to boards. Adult Material.
RB1886. HC, 9x11, 352pg, PC  $200.00
THE PHANTOM Complete Newspaper Dailies Vol 5 
1943-1944
By Lee Falk and Wilson McCoy. 
Referred by comic strip historian 
Maurice Horn as the “granddaddy 
of all costumed superheroes.” 
The Phantom was created in 
1936 by Lee Falk with artwork by 
Ray Moore and set the standard 
for action, adventure, intrigue, and romance in comic strips 
and comic books. Hermes, 2013. Out of print. Condition: 
Fine plus. Slight bump to bottom of spine. Tiny bump on the 
rear bottom board.
RB1657. HC, 12x9, 272pg, b&w  $200.00
THE SPIRIT CASEBOOK  
Hardcover Signed & Limited
#1113 of 1750 copies with tipped in 
bookplate signed by Eisner. Eisner’s 
signature is on an illustrated bookplate 
tipped onto the front free endpaper, and 
Numbered 1113 of 1750. In 1940, a 
comic book insert called THE SPIRIT, 
by Will Eisner, began appearing in Sun-
day newspapers. Eighteen stories from 
the post-WWII era are reprinted here. 
Kitchen Sink Press, 1990. Out of Print. Condition: Fine. 
Slight cover scuffing and small bump to bottom corner. Tiny 
doodles to bottom text block.
RB1893. HC, 8x11, 156pg, b&w  $165.00

IMAGINAIRE 1: Magic Realism 2008-09
By Gil Bruvel, Kinuko Craft, Ernst 
Fuchs, et al. Introduction by Claus 
Brusen. First edition. The finest in 
the field of magic realism with Claude 
Verlinde, Gil Bruvel, and Michael Hiep, 
Claus Brusen, David Bowers, Steven 
Kenny, Kinuko Craft, Wolfgang Harms, 
and more. English and French.  
Fantasmus, 2008. Out of Print.  
Condition: Very Fine.
RB1874. HC, 9x12, 145pg, FC  $100.00
JOSEPH CLEMENT COLL: The Art of Adventure
By John Fleskes. Introduction by Al 
Williamson and Mark Schultz. Joseph 
Clement Coll executed hundreds 
of drawings for Associated Sunday 
Magazines. Because of the magazine’s 
rarity, these images have remained 
relatively unknown. Over 220 of the 
finest are reproduced here. LIMITED to 
just 800 copies. Plus a bound-in color 
plate exclusive to this SPECIAL edition. 
Flesk Publications, 2003. Out of Print. 
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1823. HC, 9x11, 168pg, b&w  $200.00
LEBBEUS WOODS: The New City
First Edition. By Lebbeus Woods. 
Woods’ designs represent interior 
discoveries, exposed for all to see. He 
creates a complete and brave new ar-
chitectural universe which follows in the 
visionary tradition of Frank Lloyd Wright, 
Paolo Soleri, and Buckminster Fuller. 
Of all the books available with Lebbeus 
Woods’ incredible graphic work, this is 
the most enjoyable--very large format 
helps. Touchtone, 1992. Out of Print. 
Condition: Good Plus. Slight water 
damage to bottom edge of pages. Jacket slightly torn at 
corner. Interior thumbing.
RB3035. HC, 11x15, 84pg, PC  $250.00
NORMAN LINDSAY ETCHINGS 
CATALOGUE RAISONNE
By Lin Bloomfield. An updated catalogue 
raisonne and a text (with some new 
material) condensed from the original 
definitive publication ‘The Complete 
Etchings of Norman Lindsay’ (same 
publisher, 1998). Odana Editions, 1999. 
Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine. 
Very small quarter inch bump to the 
bottom corner.
RB1054. HC, 10x12, 306pg, b&w $350.00 $275.00
R. CRUMB SKETCHBOOK Vol 4 
Late 1966 to Mid ‘67 Hardcover
Signed & Limited! #21 of 400. By 
Robert Crumb. Personally selected by 
the artist, the drawings include much 
material never seen before, not even 
in the German “2001” editions (also 
long out of print). Crumb seems to be 
preoccupied with cars, radio consoles, 
Jesus, women and sex. Stinky Finger 
McFarland and Big Baby and Her Front 
Porch Gang make an appearance in color. Fantagraphics, 
1994. Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1388. HC, 8x11, 176 pg, b&w  $200.00
SATAN’S TEARS THE ART OF ALEX NINO Signed
Signed by Alex Nino. Limited 
113/1000. A massive art book devoted 
to this unique Filipino comic artist. Only 
produced in this deluxe Signed & Num-
bered edition. A plethora of wonderful 
artwork by the leading name of the 
Filipino artists in the comics world. Out 
of print. Land of Enchantment, 1977. 
Condition: Near Fine in a Good/Very 
Good jacket. Jacket has some minor 
sunning and small tears to the top & bot-
tom of spine. Slight discoloration to the end papers. Previous 
owner’s name stamped on front page.
RB1646. HC, 10x13, 299pg, PC $525.00 $450.00
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THE ART OF ROBERT MCGINNIS
Our Highest Recommendation. By Robert 
McGinnis and Art Scott. The emergence of the 
“McGinnis Woman”--long-legged, intelligent, allur-
ing, and enigmatic--established him as the go-to 
artist for detective novels. His work appeared on 
Mike Shayne titles and the Perry Mason series, 
and he produced 100 paintings for the Carter 
Brown adventures. Yet McGinnis became even 
more famous for film posters and much, much 
more. Titan, 2014.
ARRMH. HC, 9x12, 176 pg, FC $34.95 $29.95
BERLIN GIRLS FLIRTY MAGAZINE ILLUSTRATIONS  
From the Weimar Republic 1923
Limited, 650. Recommended. Edited by Thomas 
Negovan. Flirty, cheeky, and whimsical Art Deco 
illustrations from Germany during the era of the 
Weimar Republic. Over sixty rare illustrations from 
the Century Guild museum archive are collected in 
their fifth book in the ‘Rare Artworks’ series. Berlin 
Girls documents the era of illustration immediately 
following the First World War, when popular German 
magazines and newspapers presented a light and 
fun--and quite sexualized and erotic--glimpse of 
the glamorous high life and cabaret culture in the 
Weimar Republic. Century Guild, 2019. Mature Readers.
BERGH. HC, 7x9, 70pg, PC  $30.00
DESCANTS & CADENCES  
The Art of Stephanie Law Signed
Signed. Recommended. A new artist to us 
but one with superlative fantasy work and fine, 
fine technical skills. From fairies and beautiful 
fantasy women, to--really--the most amazing 
illustrations of insects such as bees and drag-
onflies we have seen. We can only compare 
this side of her work to the great E.J. Detmold, 
who could actually romanticize insects with his 
high level of skill at water color. Shadowscapes, 2016.
DESCS. SC, 10 x11, 132pg, FC  $35.00
DRACO FLORIS DRAGONS Signed
Highly Recommended. By Annie Stegg Gerard. 
Completed art, drawings, studies and concep-
tual work done for The Draco Floris Dragons --a 
fantasy, complete with a detailed introduction, of 
a world of “flower dragons” as first discovered by 
Miss Penelope Friedrich in the summer of 1824. 
Over 50 illustrations are printed in full-color on 
high-quality heavyweight semi-gloss art paper. 
The cover is matte hardback case bound with gold 
foiling featuring a glossy image of “Penelope.” 
Each copy is hand-signed. Gallery Gerard, 2021.
DRADHS. HC, 6x8, 86pg, PC  $34.00
DRAWING FROM HISTORY  
The Forgotten Art of Fortunino Matania
Limited, 1000. Our Highest Recommendation. 
By Lucinda Gosling. Foreword by James Gurney. 
Fortunino Matania was one of the most respect-
ed 20th-century illustrators, but still little known. 
Meticulously accurate historical drawings and 
paintings of antiquity, the Roman era, British his-
tory and English Kings and Queens, illustrations 
for Kipling stories, Edgar Rice Burroughs, When 
Worlds Collide and a major selection of his historic 
World War One illustrations. Tasteful nudity. Book Palace, 2016.
DRFMH. HC, 10x13, 340pg, PC  $90.00
EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS 100 YEAR 
ART CHRONOLOGY Slipcase Set
Standard Edition. Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. Four volumes present an illustrative history 
of all Burroughs’ publications in the United States 
(and some from the U.K.). Written and compiled 
by Michael Tierney, the narrative gives the history 
of Burroughs’ work and the often legendary artists 
who visualized it, featuring untold stories, art that 
hasn’t been seen since its release, and pieces that 
were buried in the vaults from the beginning of his 
publishing history to the present day. Pulps, books, paintings, prints, 
comics...it’s all here. Chenault & Gray, 2018.
ERB100D. HC, 9x12, 1224pg, PC  $250.00

Illustrated Prose
ALICE IN WONDER-
LAND By David Dela-
mare Deluxe Signed
Signed by Wendy Ice. Lim-
ited, 2000. With bookplate 
(for a previous book) drawn 
& signed by David. Highly 
Recommended. David De-
lamare on Illustrating Alice: 
This deluxe volume is very 
similar to the storybooks that 
were read by Victorian children--with a cloth cover, 
embossed foil titles, sewn binding, and a full color 
overlay on the front. It comes in a slipcase with a 
sewn-in ribbon bookmark. Beautifully illustrated in 
color and b&w. Wendy Ice, 2016.
ALICWHS. HC, 9x11, 134pg, Text/FC  $90.00
ALICE’S ADVENTURES 
IN WONDERLAND  
By Willy Pogany

Hand-Numbered from 
126 copies, printed 

on specialty Italian paper. 
Highly Recommended. By 
Lewis Carroll. Reprints, in 
slightly larger size, the scarce 
1929 edition--one of Willy 
Pogany’s scarcest and most 
desirable books. Nearly every page is illustrat-
ed, and the entire book is printed in two colors. 
Pogany’s Alice is delightful and his creatures are 
wonderful. Inky Parrot Press, 2020. Out of print.
ALICADH.  
SC, 6x10, 188pg, Text/b&w $90.00 $65.00
THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK  
An Agony in Eight Fits
Almost Gone! Limited to 
126 hand-numbered copies, 
printed on specialty Italian art 
paper. Highly Recommend-
ed. By Lewis Carroll. Art by 
Ángel Domínguez. A beauti-
fully illustrated adaption of the 
famous poem by the author of 
Alice in Wonderland. Full color, 
full-page and double-page 
illustrations throughout.  
Inky Parrot Press, 2020. Out of print.
HUNTSN. SC, 6x10, Text/FC  $100.00
SLEWFOOT A Tale of Bewitchery
Art and story by Brom. Full 
color jacket and 16 half-page 
b&w chapter headings by 
Brom. Connecticut, 1666. An 
ancient spirit awakens in a 
dark wood. The wildfolk call 
him Father, slayer, protector. 
The colonists call him Slew-
foot, demon, devil.  
Nightfire, 2021.
SLEWH.  
HC, 7x9, 320pg, Text/PC $29.99 $26.99
WAR OF THE WORLDS  
Illustrations by Warwick Goble
Highly Recommended. By H. 
G Wells. Illustrated by Warwick 
Goble. For the first time since 
their original publication in 
Pearson’s Magazine, Warwick 
Goble’s illustrations appear 
in this exquisite hardcover 
clothbound edition. More than 
fifty of Goble’s b&w wash 
illustrations. Calla, 2015.
WARWH.  
HC, 7x10, 204pg, b&w  $30.00
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LADY DEATH LINGERIE #1
By Brian Pulido. Cover art by Michael 
Moore. 24 full-color pages of lingerie-themed 
Lady Death imagery by today’s hot artists. 
Contributors include: Jay Anacleto, Mirka 
Andolfo, Jim Balent, Jenevieve Broomall, 
Ceci de la Cruz, David Delanty, Chris 
Ehnot, Alé Garza, Paul Green, Jordan 
Gunderson, David Harrigan, Sun Kha-
munaki, Ryan Kincaid, Mike Krome, and 
others. Each copy comes bagged.  
Coffin Comics, 2021.
LADL01. Comic, 7x10, 32pg, FC  $20.00
LADY DEATH MASTERS #1  
Mike Krome Premiere Edition
By Brian Pulido. Art by Mike Krome. A lim-
ited edition full-color comic book that high-
lights the master illustrator Mike Krome’s 
lush and detailed Lady Death artwork over 
the years at Coffin Comics! Over 24 images, 
nice work by a talented artist. Lots of detail, 
sexy costumes, a couple see-through 
near-topless scenes. Each copy comes 
bagged. Coffin Comics, 2021.
LADM01. Comic, 7x10, 32pg, FC  $20.00
LAZLO PARKER
Highly Recommended. This all-new 
hardcover matches the format as Le 
Faune de Mars, 4o Days in the Desert 
and Le Major. But this is purely an Art of 
Moebius, its abundant pages collecting 
most surreal paintings and drawings. 
“Lazlo Parker” is an obscure artist, purely 
from Moebius’ imaginings--an expert in 
mechanized and yet organic shapes, a 
compulsive-obsessive drawer... Minimal 
text (intro, afterword and minor captioning) 
all in French. Moebius Productions, 2020.
LAZLH. HC, 6x8, 320pg, PC  $50.00

KAY NIELSEN A Thousand and One Nights
Highly Recommended. Edited 
by Noel Daniel. This revives all 
21 strikingly beautiful illustrations 
reproduced from Nielsen’s original 
watercolors--from the never-pub-
lished book. Includes a hardcover 
book printed in five colors including 
gold with image descriptions, three 
illustrated essays, the origin of 
Nielsen’s imagery, and a history of 
the tales. In a beautiful blue velvet 
box with gold cover embossing. 
Taschen, 2018. Rush Service and 
International shipping would 
require an additional charge.
KNTH. HC, 16x16, 144pg, FC
 $300.00 $249.00

INFECTED BY ART Vol 8
Highly Recommended. Edited by Todd 
Spoor and Bill Cox. Cover painting by 
Mark Molchan. 267 artists with works 
traditionally painted and digitally painted, 
illustrations in pencil and pen and ink, and 
sculpted works. The jury comprised artists 
Dan Chudzinski, Justin Gerard, Don 
Maitz, Stephan Martiniere, and Annie 
Stegg. 335 artworks. Next to Spectrum, 
the most popular annual of fantasy art-
work available. Infected By Art, 2020. Mature Readers.
INA08H. HC, 9x11, 328pg, FC  $34.99
See the back cover for Vol 9.
JUSTIN GERARD’S MONSTER OF THE MONTH  
Vol One Sketchbook 2020 Signed
A small but wonderful signed hard-
cover. Highly Recommended. By Justin 
Gerard. Wonderfully creative sketches 
and drawings of monsters and creatures 
from the Monster of the Month series. 
The cover is matte hardback casebound 
with gold foiling featuring a glossy image 
of “The Scorpkin Battle.” Printed on 
high-quality heavyweight semi-gloss art 
paper. Gallery Gerard, 2021.
JUSTHS. HC, 6x8, 70pg, PC  $34.00

EYES OF GREEN RB WHITE Signed
Recommended. RB White’s work 
spans comics, graphic novels, anima-
tion, and commercial art, with credits 
in Heavy Metal, Action Lab, Zene-
scope, Penthouse, and many more, 
not to mention his work with Universal 
Pictures, Disney TV, Hasbro, Nickelo-
deon, Discovery Kids, Nelvana, Mat-
tel, and others. Some of the best sci-fi 
and fantasy art from this accomplished 
illustrator, with a concentration on 
beautiful women, elaborate, highly detailed costumes and 
technology, Nudity. LLDTJ, 2020. Mature readers.
EYERBS. SC, 8x11, 62pg, PC  $25.00
THE HEIR BY RB WHITE Signed: HEIRRBS.   $25.00
HARVEY DUNN Illustrator and 
Painter of the Pioneer West

Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. By Walter Reed. Harvey 

Dunn was one of twentieth century 
America’s most powerful illustrators, 
painters and teachers. This compre-
hensive volume covers a major portion 
of his illustrations and paintings for the 
first time. Content includes illustration 
art, pioneer and western works, and 
his powerful World War I pieces inspired by his battlefield 
sketches. Also included are rarely seen nudes, portraits, 
and murals. Paintings from museums and private collec-
tions. Flesk, 2010.
HDH. HC, 9x12, 304pg, FC $50.00 $29.95
ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #73
Highly Recommended. Pin-Up and 
Cheesecake Art in two feature articles: 
Peter Driben, one of the most prolific 
American pin-up artists of the 1940s 
and ‘50s--best known for his hundreds 
of cover paintings for Beauty Parade, 
Titter, Wink, Flirt, and more. And Zoe 
Mozert, one of the “big four” names in 
pin-up, as prolific and famous in her 
day as contemporaries Rolf Armstrong, 
Earl Moran, and Gil Elvgren. And more.  
Illustrated Press, 2021.
IL73. Magazine, 8x11, 112pg, FC  $15.00
See our website (or inquire) for more Illustration  
Magazine.
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #10  
The Art of Sydney Jordan & Jim Holdaway
Two art books in one, a massive 160 
pages. Highly Recommended. At 
long last, a fitting tribute to two of the 
greatest British newspaper comic strip 
artists, Sydney Jordan, renowned for 
the fine Sci Fi strip Jeff Hawke, and 
Jim Holdaway, the definitive artist 
on Peter O’Donnell’s iconic Modesty 
Blaise newspaper strip. And of course, 
both artists had long careers with 
much more to be talked about. Fore-
word by Brian Bolland, Jeff Hawke gallery, in-depth inter-
view with Jordan, Modesty Blaise and Romeo Brown gallery 
from original art, and much more. Book Palace, 2021. 
IQS10. SC, 9x11, 160pg, PC  $45.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Illustrators 
Quarterly.
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #12  
The Very Best of British Boys’ Comics
Limited, 750. Recommended. 
Highwaymen in comics and books: 
Galloping horses, velvet masks, 
smoking pistols, stand and deliver, 
David Ashford takes us on a moonlit 
ride through the perilous roads of old 
England to meet up with the artists 
who have helped to create the visual 
images of the notorious masked 
highwaymen--”Gentlemen of the 
Road.” Also: British War, Naval and 
Western comics: The history and legends of the Wild West: 
Gunslingers, Cattle Rustlers, Buffalo Bill, Kit Carson, Billy 
the Kid; all come whooping, hollering and slapping leather. 
Book Palace, 2021.
IQS12. SC, 9x11, 96pg, PC  $38.99
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NEIL GAIMAN PIRATE STEW
Recommended. Long John is about to 
transform a perfectly ordinary evening 
for two children. It’s time to make some 
Pirate Stew. This is a tale of flying ships, 
doughnut feasts and some rather magi-
cal stew. With a deliciously rhyming text 
from master storyteller Neil Gaiman and 
bold, double-page full color illustrations 
by the supremely talented Chris Rid-
dell. Quill Tree Books, 2020.
NGPIRSH. HC, 10x12, 48pg, FC  $19.99
R. CRUMB SKETCHBOOK Vol 6 1998-2011
Highly Recommended. Edited by Dian 
Hanson. Silly Fool Comics fills the final 
page in this final volume, with a devilish 
creature telling the anguished Crumb, 
“YOU Will Soon Be DEAD!” He was a 
mere 67, but in his self-absorbed way 
was already obsessing about death, 
when not making intimate and loving 
portraits of his wife Aline and all the 
other women who’d tormented his libido 
since boyhood. Single page and mul-
ti-page strips and more. Taschen, 2021. Mature Readers.
RCSK06H. HC, 8x11, 444pg, PC  $40.00
Vols 1 (1964-1968), 2 (1968-1975): RCSK01H, 02H.  
  ea: $40.00
Vol 5 1989-1998: RCSK05H.  $40.00 $34.95
REED CRANDALL ILLUSTRATOR 
OF THE COMICS Signed
Signed extra-illustrated full color 7x10 
bookplate! Now in softcover. Our 
Highest Recommendation. By Roger 
Hill. The special bookplate features a 
painting never before reproduced in 
full color featuring John Carter, Dejah 
Thoris & friends, and Tars Tarkas going 
into battle (nudity). Crandall gained a 
reputation as the “artist’s artist” through 
his skillful interpretations of Golden Age super-heroes Doll 
Man, The Ray, Firebrand, and Blackhawk; horror and sci-fi for 
the EC Comics line and more. TwoMorrows, 2021.
REEDCRA. SC, 9x11, 156pg, FC  $39.95
ROY G. KRENKEL FATHER OF HEROIC FANTASY 
A Centennial Celebration
Our Highest Recommendation. By An-
drewSteven Damsits, Barry Klugerman. 
A magnificent, best-ever look at Kren-
kel’s entire career. Oversized. Loaded 
with previously unpublished work. One 
of the most renowned fantasy artists of 
the 20th century. Krenkel illustrated Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, Robert E. Howard and 
others--but much of his work, full-blown 
paintings and illustrations, often were 
unpublished and never seen by even his 
biggest fans. IDW, 2019.
ROYKH. HC, 9x13, 304pg, PC $59.99 $49.99
SENSUOUS FRAZETTA Deluxe
16 Bonus Pages, Variant Cover. Our 
Highest Recommendation. By J. David 
Spurlock. Art by Frank Frazetta. No 
one renders exotic women better than 
Frazetta. Here are the rare items Frank 
drew for early-1960s men’s magazine 
and “soft-core” paperback interiors. 
Also five complete stories all from the 
original art AND from the color comic 
appearance. Little Annie Fanny. Sexy 
movie posters. Unpublished sketches. 
Moderate nudity. Vanguard, 2016. Mature Readers.
SENFD. HC, 8x11, 176 pg, PC  $69.95
THIRTY-SIX VIEWS OF MOUNT FUJI
Recommended. Bound in the Jap-
anese tradition with uncut paper, the 
original 36 plates plus the additional 
10 later added by the artist. The 
Mount Fuji--a cultural icon--wood-
block print series by Hokusai (1760-
1849). The renowned print maker 
documents 19th-century Japan with exceptional artistry 
and emotion, celebrating its countryside, cities, people, and 
serene natural beauty. Taschen, 2021. 
THIRMFH. HC, 17x12, 224pg, FC $175.00 $150.00

LITTLE NEMO Dream Another Dream
Our Highest Recommendation. 
By Bill Sienkiewicz, Charles Vess, 

P. Craig Russell, David Mack et al. 
Contemporary artists pay tribute to this 
beloved and imaginative Sunday page. 
They have created 118 entirely new 
Little Nemo pages, all full Sunday page 
size! Contributors also include Paul 
Pope, J.H. Williams III, Carla Speed 
McNeil, Peter Bagge, Dean Haspiel, 
Farel Dalrymple, Marc Hempel, Nate 
Powell, Jeremy Bastian, among many 
others. Locust Moon, 2014. Rush Service and International 
shipping would require an additional charge.
LNDRH. HC, 16x21, 144pg, FC $124.99 $50.00
LOS ANGELES Deluxe
Two books in a slipcase. Highly 
Recommended. Los Angeles is Sylvain 
Despretz’s art book. 400 pages, 250 
color and black & white illustrations and 
100 pages of storyboards. This comes in 
a slipcase with a second book, Midnight 
Show, an 88-page softcover with illus-
trations that would not fit into the main 
book. French artist Sylvain Despretz has 
lived in LA for 20 years, working with 
Ridley Scott, Tim Burton, Stanley Kubrick with storyboards, 
paintings and illustration. Editions Caurette, 2020.
LOSAD. HC & SC, 9x11, 488pg, PC  $120.00
LOS ANGELES Individual Edition: LOSAH.   $65.00
THE LOST WORLD By Harry Rountree
Highly Recommended. By Sir Author 
Conan. Art by Harry Rountree. This 
collects this rare novel as it first appeared 
in The Strand Magazine and includes 
more than 100 original brush-and-wash 
illustrations by Golden Age master Harry 
Rountree, never before collected. The 
creator of Sherlock Holmes transports 
readers to the Amazon for a Professor 
Challenger adventure among prehistoric 
creatures. Calla, 2016.
LOSWH. HC, 7x10, 226pg, Text/b&w  $30.00
THE MONSTER ART OF BASIL GOGOS Hardcover 
Second Edition
Second edition with variant dust jack-
et, limited to 200. Highly Recommend-
ed. By Linda Touby and Jim Whiting. 
Basil Gogos is one of the most popular 
painters and illustrators ever to appear 
in the horror genre. His cover paintings 
for Famous Monsters of Filmland are 
legendary. Here for the first time ever, 
you will investigate Basil’s studio to see 
his creative process. Scores of early, 
unfinished sketches and ideas plus finished color paintings, 
from the original art. Fantaco Enterprises, 2021.
MONBGH2. HC, 8x11, 204pg, PC  $100.00

◄ Hardcover Second Edition 
Creature Cover
New Printing, Variant dust jacket art. 
Fantaco Enterprises, 2021.
MONBGHC.   $100.00
Wolfman Cover: New Printing,  
Limited to 200: MONBGHW.  $100.00

MORT KUNSTLER The Godfather of Pulp Fiction 
Illustrators
Highly Recommended. Edited by Rob-
ert Deis and Wyatt Doyle. It was in the 
wild world of men’s adventure magazine 
illustration that Mort Künstler honed his 
ability to present large-scale action while 
never losing sight of essential details, 
much like fellow atists James Bama and 
Norman Saunders. An unequaled se-
lection of Künstler’s finest pieces. From 
the explosive intensity of battles on the 
sea and in the air, to taut, face-to-face 
showdowns, animal attacks, and the sexy ladies...every page 
explodes with action, color, and artistry. New Texture, 2019.
MORKGH. HC, 9x12, 136 pg, FC  $39.95
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GRIMM FAIRY TALES 2021 SWIMSUIT SPECIAL
Almost Gone! By Dave Franchini. 
Special 38-page issue. Grimm Universe 
heroines and lady villains, soaking up the 
sun while wearing the season’s hottest 
swimsuit fashions! Top artists contribute 
gorgeous pin-ups: Mike Krome, Alfredo 
Reyes (many), Dawn McTeigue, Derlis 
Santacruz, Michael Dooney, Mike De-
Balfo. Includes a never before published 
Grimm short story by Moy R.  
Zenescope, 2021. Out of print.
GRIMS21. Comic, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $5.99
LADY MECHANIKA Vol 1
Collects #0-5, 2010-2015. Highly Rec-
ommended. By Joe Benitez. Art by Peter 
Steigerwald. A newly remastered/revised 
edition of the steampunk heroine’s first 
adventures. In a Victorian world of flying 
dirigibles and clockwork automatons, a 
young woman searches desperately for 
the secrets to her past--a past that left 
her with extraordinary, but unnatural, 
mechanical limbs. Outstanding artwork. 
Variant covers by Garza, Franchesco, 
Nei Ruffino, J. Scott Campbell. Dynamite, 2021.
LADY01. SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC  $14.99

Biographical Graphic Novels
GEORGE ORWELL 1984 The Graphic Novel
Recommended. Art by Fido Nesti. The 
first-ever adaptation of George Orwell’s 
1984, translated from its first publication 
in Brazil in 2020. This long, massive, 
highly detailed adaptation uses a great 
deal of the original text from the book. 
In 1984, London is a grim city in the 
totalitarian state of Oceania where Big 
Brother is always watching you and the 
Thought Police can practically read your 
mind. Winston Smith is a man in grave 
danger, drawn into a forbidden love affair, and now a member 
of a secret revolutionary organization. Mariner, 2021.
GEORH. HC, 8x10, 224pg, PC $22.00 $20.00
LUGOSI The Rise and Fall of Hollywood’s Dracula
Foreword by Joe R. Lansdale! 
Recommended. By Koren Shadmi. A 
fascinating new graphic novel narrates 
the life and career of one of horror’s 
most iconic film stars. Lugosi is a young 
Hungarian activist forced to flee his 
homeland after the failed Communist 
revolution in 1919. Reinventing himself 
in the U.S. first on stage and then in 
movies, he landed the unforgettable role 
of Count Dracula in what would become 
a series of classic feature films. Life Drawn, 2021.
LUGOS. SC, 8x10, 160pg, b&w $24.99 $21.99

AMUZING STORIES Signed
Recommended. Biographical Preface 
by Hallgren, Introduction by Denis 
Kitchen. From the famous ‘60s and ‘70s 
underground cartoonist, one of the no-
torious “Air Pirates”--Gary Hallgren. The 
Space Grils live aboard a flying saucer 
and escape to Earth regularly. The 
Heroes are talking food and parodies 
of Superman...Nancy, Sluggo and Fritzi 
Ritz as sexual adults, other races, mean 
people--vaguely autobiographical stories of teenage life in the 
60s. Bulletnose Press, 2020. Mature readers.
AMUZST. SC, 8x11, 114pg, b&w  $9.99
BEST OF ARCHIE COMICS 80 Years 80 Stories
Recommended. By Dan DeCarlo, Bob 
Montana, Dan Parente. Joe Edwards, 
Frank Doyle et al. An expanded, com-
memorative volume of Archie’s all-time 
best-selling The Best of Archie Comics. 
This title features one excellent story 
from each of the 80 years of Archie’s 
distinguished history. It’s broken up 
into five year periods, each with its own 
introduction, right back to 1941...running 
backwards, chronologically, from present 
day! Archie Comics, 2021.
BESAR. SC, 5x7, 704pg, FC  $14.99
THE CALL OF CTHULHU
Oversized hardcover with exquisite 
artwork. Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. By H. P. Lovecraft, art by François 
Baranger. Introduction by John Howe. 
The Call of Cthulhu was first published 
in Weird Tales in 1928. Now, French 
artist François Baranger presents the 
ultimate illustrated version. The art is 
just amazing; his vision of the giant sea 
god Cthulhu is one of the best ever. A 
testament to the quality is that the hugely respected John 
Howe (Lord of the Rings) contributes a major essay on HPL 
and Baranger’s interpretation. The complete story text is 
here, intermingled with full and double-page illustrations. 
Design Studio, 2019.
CALLCH. HC, 11x14, 64pg, FC $29.95 $27.95
ELVIRA The Shape of Elvira
By David Avallone. Art by Fran Strukan. 
Cover by Francesco Francavilla. The 
Mistress of the Dark lands the leading 
role in a touching art film about human/
gill monster romance, but there’s some-
thing decidedly fishy about her costar. Is 
there an Oscar in her future, or is director 
Billy Bullworth interested in spawning 
something more than an Academy 
Award-winning movie? Includes 13 
covers, four by J. Bone and four photo 
covers of our gal herself. Dynamite, 2021.
ELVSE. SC, 6x10, 120pg, FC $17.99 $16.50

USE MUSIC TO KILL PHIL HALE Signed
Signed bookplate! Oversized Deluxe Edi-
tion. Two hundred paintings, photographs, 
drawings and collages in Phil’s distinctive 
style, from a career that has spanned fine art, 
portraiture, illustration, fashion photography & 
nudes, film and music. Paintings--from Phil’s 
solo shows in London, Tokyo and New York. 
Drawings--including new robot designs for 
Johnny Badhair gaming project.  
Donald M. Grant, 2020.
USEMHS. HC, 11x11, 272pg, PC  $59.99
VER SACRUM The Vienna Secession 
Art Magazine 1898-1903
Highly Recommended. Edited by Valerio Ter-
raroli. Art by Schiele, Moser, Wagner, Fabiani, 
Olbrich and Josef Hoffmann With all-original 
artwork by Koloman Moser, Otto Wagner, 
Joseph Maria Olbrich, Klimt, Schiele and 
others, the avante garde Austrian magazine 
Ver Sacrum (1898-1903) set the standard for 
art nouveau imagery and fine magazine design. 
Skira, 2018.
VERSH. HC, 11x13, 320pg, FC $65.00 $57.50

TIME TRAVELING WITH YOUR OCTOPUS 
Hardcover Signed
Our Highest Rec-
ommendation. By 
Brian Kesinger. Our 
favorite Victorian 
beauty and her pet 
are back!! A lavishly 
illustrated trave-
logue through time chronicling the fourth-dimensional 
journeys of history-hoppers Victoria Prismall and her 
pet land octopus Otto. A plethora of panoramic, full-
page illustrations (in an oblong, extra-wide hardcover) 
reveal Victoria and Otto’s heretofore unknown par-
ticipation in famous and infamous past, present, and 
future goings-on. Baby Tattoo, 2020.
TIMTHS. HC, 14x7, 64pg, FC  $30.00
DRESSING YOUR OCTOPUS Hardcover Signed, 
with ornate metal corner clasps: DREOH.   $60.00
TRAVELING WITH YOUR OCTOPUS:  
TRAWH.   $29.95
WALKING YOUR OCTOPUS A Guidebook to the 
Domesticated Cephalopod Signed:  
WALKH.   $29.95
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THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN 
Complete Collection Set
Never before done complete collec-
tion. Highly Recommended. By Hergé. 
Celebrate Tintin’s 90th anniversary! For 

the first time in the 
United States, all 
23 of the original 
Tintin adventures 
are available in one 
handsome gift set. Featuring more than 
1600 pages presented in eight hardcover 
volumes and a stunning slipcase with a 
cool illustration spread across all eight 
spines. Hergé’s classic comic book crea-
tion is one of the most iconic characters in 

comics. Includes Tintin and Alph-Art and Tintin in the Land of 
the Soviets. This unique collection will delight Tintin fans old 
and new. Little Brown, 2019.
ADVTIN. HC, 7x10, 1648pg, FC $200.00 $179.00
MICHAEL TURNER CREATIONS
New Softcover Edition. In 2003, super-
star artist Michael Turner founded Aspen 
Comics, and now much of his body of 
work is here--THE most comprehensive 
collection of his creations, including the 
first volume of his iconic Fathom and 
Soulfire series. And the entire Ekos and 
a complete Fathom cover gallery! Aspen 
Milt, 2021.
MICHT. SC, 8x12, 720pg, FC 
 $75.00 $65.00
BLAZING COMBAT
Our Highest Recommendation. By 
Archie Goodwin, Frank Frazetta, Wally 
Wood, Alex Toth et al. These stories are 
among the best comics stories about 
war ever published. Written and edited 
by Hall of Famer Archie Goodwin, and 
drawn by fellow comic book Hall of Fam-
ers Frank Frazetta, Wallace Wood, 
John Severin, Alex Toth, Al William-
son, Russ Heath, Reed Crandall, 
and Gene Colan. Goodwin’s stories offer striking personal 
insights into the minds and emotions of individual soldiers and 
civilians. Covering wars from ancient times through Vietnam, 
Blazing Combat, underscored the very madness of war itself 
in starkly personal terms. Fantagraphics, 2018.
BLCOH. HC, 8x10, 214pg, b&w $29.99 $24.99
CRIME COMICS CONFIDENTIAL The Best Golden 
Age Crime Comics
20 Complete Stories, Cool 9x13.5 
oversize! Highly Recommended. True 
life criminals Al Capone, Legs Dia-
mond, Pretty Boy Floyd, Dutch Schultz, 
Lucky Luciano, and John Dillinger are 
featured alongside fictional characters, 
guns ablaze. Sexy gun molls, big cars 
and fancy suits, living outside the law 
until getting their just deserts. Features 
wild, bloody, and cool pre-code stories 
by Jack Cole, Reed Crandall, Fred 
Guardineer, Everett Raymond Kinstler, Bernie Krigstein, 
Mort Meskin, Bob Powell, John Prentice, Mike Sekowsky, 
Leonard Starr, Marvin Stein, Alex Toth, Charles Biro, Dick 
Briefer, Gene Colan, and many others. Yoe Books, 2021.
CRIMCC. SC, 9x13, 208pg, FC $39.99 $34.99

NORSE MYTHOLOGY Vol 1
Collects #1-6, 2020-21. Art by Jerry 
Ordway, Mike Mignola, Jill Thompson et 
al. #1 New York Times bestselling author 
Neil Gaiman and Eisner Award-winning 
comics legend P. Craig Russell breathe 
new life into the ancient Norse stories in 
this comic-book adaptation of Gaiman’s 
popular new novel, Norse Mythology. 
A series of Norse myths, including the 
creation of the Nine Worlds, the loss of 
Odin’s eye and source of his knowledge, 
the crafting of Thor’s hammer and the gods’ most valuable 
treasures, the origin of poetry, and Loki’s part in the end of all 
things: Ragnarök. Dark Horse, 2021.
NOR01H. HC, 7x10, 160pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
SHAME Vol 5 Hell’s Flaw
Highly Recommended. By Lovern 
Kindzierski. Art by John Bolton. Another 
wonderful new book in this beautifully 
drawn series. Shame’s gateway to Hell 
stands poised to pour forth its demonic 
legions upon the world. Hope, Merritt and 
Grace know they must close it before it 
is too late. Shame’s followers are deter-
mined to stop them. “A mystical master-
piece! John Bolton’s art is as entrancing 
as the magical tale it depicts.” -John K. 
Kirk, Pop Mythology. Renegade, 2021. Mature readers.
SHAM05. SC, 7x10, 60pg, FC  $11.99
SHAME TRILOGY: Mature readers. SHAMH.   $29.99
SHAME Vol 4 Hope: Mature readers. SHAM04.   $11.99

MUSE
New printing, new cover. Our 
Highest Recommendation. By 
Terry Dodson and Denis-Pierre 
Filippi. Terry Dodson is already 
a master of the female figure, as 
evidenced particularly in his fine 
Bombshells sketchbooks. Here 
he’s taken that eroticism a big step 
farther, creating a voluptuous, gor-
geous heroine in a full graphic story 
with gorgeous artwork, dramatic 
storytelling and yet a wonderful 
vehicle for drawing a tall, long-leg-
ged, stunning woman either naked or in various states of 
undress throughout the story. Coraline is a beautiful young 
lady who serves as governess to a wealthy, inventive and 
very mysterious homeowner. It’s a Victorian-age tale but 
with steam-punk vehicles and other fun touches.  
Humanoids, 2019. Mature Readers.
MUSEH. HC, 10x13, 112pg, FC  $24.95

VENGEANCE OF VAMPIRELLA Vol 1 Rebirth
Collects Vengeance of Vampirella Vol 2 
#1-6. Recommended. By Tom Sniegoski. 
Art by Michael Sta. Maria. Originally run-
ning from 1994-96, from Harris Comics, 
Vengeance of Vampirella portrayed a 
more savage and feral look at the Daugh-
ter of Drakulon. Now, 25 years later, the 
original writer Tom Sniegoski is joined 
by artist Michael Sta. Maria and Robert 
Castro (Vol 6) for a powerful sequel. Set 
25 years after the initial series, Vampirella 
is...dead!? Humanity holds on, but barely, 
the playthings and slaves of a multitude of supernatural mon-
strosities that have made the earth their own. With 28 pages 
of variant covers. Dynamite, 2020.
VENV01. SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC $19.99 $17.99

LETTERS FROM ANIMALS
Highly Recommended. By Frederic 
Brremaud and Allain Dubourg. Art by 
Giovanni Rigano. From the French 
author of the five wordless Love novels. 
We share this planet with millions of 
animals, and sometimes we forget that 
they have lives, too. “This book gives 
animated voices to many of them so that 
they can plead their case for the right 
to live alongside us,” in wonderful short 
vignettes of life from a very different 
point of view. Funny, poignant and very well drawn. From 
Turtles and Sharks, to Vultures and Rabbits, plus 12 more 
tales. Magnetic Press, 2021.
LETTH. HC, 8x11, 96pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
MALIKA Warrior Queen Vol 1
An historical fantasy set in 15th 
century West Africa, by a all-star team 
from Nigeria. Recommended. By Roye 
Okupe. Art by Chima Kalu and Raphael 
Kazeem. Growing up as a prodigy, the 
beautiful young Malika inherits the crown 
from her father in an incredibly unusual 
way, splitting the kingdom of Azzaz in 
half. After years of civil war, Malika finally 
unites all of Azzaz, expanding it into 
one of the largest empires in all of West 
Africa--but expansion will not come without its costs.  
Dark Horse, 2021.
MAL01. SC, 7x10, 336pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
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Fantastic Four
Epic Collection Vol 1  
The World’s Greatest Comic Magazine
New printing. Collects #1-18, 1961. Our Highest 
Recommendation. The very first appearanc-
es of so many epic Marvel characters: Doctor 
Doom, the Mole Man, The Skrulls, The Puppet 
Master, The Mad Thinker...Plus, the first Silver 
Age appearance of The Sub Mariner, who quickly 
teams up with Doctor Doom. And the FF’s origin, 
of course! Marvel, 2021.
FFE01. SC, 7x10, 456pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
Epic Collection Vol 7 Battle of the Behemoths
Collects #105-125, 1970-72. John Buscema 
joins Stan on a timeless run in this collection of 
Fantastic Four from the early ‘70s: Johnny Storm 
and Crystal develop their romance, while Ben 
Grimm learns to change into Thing at will; Reed 
Richards takes on Annihilus and Janus in the 
Negative Zone, and none other than Doctor Doom 
teams up with the FF to face the awesome threat 
of the Over-Mind! Marvel, 2021.
FFE07. SC, 7x10, 472pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
Omnibus Vol 2
Collects Fantastic Four #31-60 & Annual #2-4, 
1964-67. Our Highest Recommendation. Stan 
Lee and Jack Kirby are at the top of their game: 
the origin of Dr. Doom; the Frightful Four; the wed-
ding of Reed Richards and Sue Storm; the first 
appearances of the Inhumans, the Silver Surfer 
and Galactus, and the world’s first black super 
hero, the Black Panther. Plus the cosmic clash be-
tween the FF, Surfer and Dr. Doom; and of course, 
“This Man, This Monster!”--widely regarded as the 
greatest FF tale of all! Marvel. 2021.
FFOM02H. HC, 7x11, 832pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
See our website (or inquire) for more Fantastic Four.

Timely’s Greatest
The Golden Age Human Torch by Carl Burgos Omnibus
The Torch stories & covers from Marvel Mys-
tery #1-34, Human Torch #2-7, All Winners #1-
4, LOTS more. 1939-54. Highly Recommended. 
By Carl Burgos, with Bill Everett. Marvel’s first 
super hero, Human Torch, set the path in 1939 for 
all Marvel icons to come. Carl Burgos’ fiery hero 
was a creation of cutting-edge science in a world 
that was terrified by his burning visage. In this 
first-time-ever collection of every Human Torch 
tale from the character’s debut through Carl Bur-
gos’ April 1942 induction into the war effort--plus 
his rare post-war and 1950s “superhero revival” 
stories. Marvel, 2019.
TIMGAHTH. HC, 7x11, 1032pg, PC $150.00 $125.00
The Golden Age Sub-Mariner by Bill 
Everett The Pre-War Years Omnibus
Collects Marvel Comics #1, Marvel Mystery 
#2-31, Sub-Mariner #1-4, Human Torch #2-6, All 
Winners #1-4, Daring Mystery #7-8, Comedy 
#9. Our Highest Recommendation. For the first 
time, experience Prince Namor from his 1939 
debut through Bill Everett’s February 1942 service 
induction. Bill Everett’s Sub-Mariner cut a bold 
path, defending his undersea kingdom, invading 
New York City, fighting the Axis powers, and bat-
tling both against and alongside the Human Torch! 
Everett’s lush, detailed artwork and engrossing storylines were unlike 
anything else of the era! Marvel, 2019.
TIMGASH. HC, 8x11, 872pg, FC $150.00 $125.00

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Michelinie 
& McFarlane Omnibus
New printing. Collects Amaz-
ing Spider-Man #296-329, 
1988-1990 & more. Recom-
mended. David Michelinie 
and Todd McFarlane take the 
creative reins and the threats to 
Spidey have never been greater! 
From the introduction of the 
lethal Venom to the return of 
old enemies like Mysterio, the 
Scorpion and more, to facing 
newcomers to his friendly neighborhood like Sa-
bretooth, the Taskmaster, Magneto and the Sentinels, 
Spidey sure has his hands full! Good thing he’s got 
Mary Jane, Captain America, the Black Cat and the 
Hulk around to lend a hand! Marvel, 2021.
AMASPH. HC, 8x11, 856pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
CAPTAIN AMERICA Omnibus Vol 3
Collects Captain America 
#149-192, 1972-75 and more. 
By Steve Englehart. Art by Sal 
Buscema. The early ‘70s were 
interesting times for Ameri-
ca--and adventurous ones for 
Captain America! Featuring 
more than 40 issues, this over-
sized omnibus collects writer 
Steve Englehart and artist Sal 
Buscema’s iconic run. Cap 
battles enemies--and allies--in-
cluding Doctor Faustus, S.H.I.E.L.D. and the Captain 
America and Bucky of the 1950s. And that’s just the 
beginning! The Falcon co-stars throughout, and only 
the combined efforts of Cap, the Falcon, S.H.I.E.L.D. 
and the X-Men can hope to topple the Secret Empire! 
Marvel, 2021.
CAP03H. HC, 7x10, 976pg, FC $125.00 $105.00
DOCTOR STRANGE Epic Collection Vol 1 
Master of the Mystic Arts
Collects Strange Tales #110-
111, 114-146, 1963-66; Amazing 
Spider-Man Annual #2. Highly 
Recommended. Stan Lee and 
Steve Ditko created new dimen-
sions and otherworldly terrors 
unlike anything seen before. 
Here’s the origin story and the 
first years of adventures. Ditko 
nails it!! Marvel, 2021.
DOCST01. SC, 7x10, 400pg, FC
 $39.99 $34.99
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTERWORKS 
THE X-MEN Vol 1
Bargain-priced new release. 
Collects #1-10, 1963. Our 
Highest Recommendation. 
By Stan Lee and Jack Kirby. 
We love this series. For sixteen 
bucks you can own the first 
ten issues of The X-Men...the 
comics that are the foundation 
of the Marvel Universe. From 
the very beginning with the 
debut of Cyclops, Angel, Beast, 
Iceman and Marvel Girl--Professor X’s original teen 
team with a mission to forge peace between man and 
mutant-kind! And much more. Marvel, 2021.
MMMX01. SC, 6x9, 240pg, FC  $15.99

FLEETWAY PICTURE LIBRARY CLASSICS  
PRESENTS: Fleetway Firsts
Recommended. Art by Solano Lopez, 
Renzo Clegari et al. In 1958 a new 
comic book “pocket library” hit the 
news stands in England. Following 
the success of early titles, Fleetway 
launched War Picture Library, Air Ace, 
Battle, and War At Sea. This collection 
reprints for the first time ever the very 
rare first issues of all 4 libraries: Fight 
Back to Dunkirk, Target Top Secret, 
The Rats of Tobruk and Devil’s Cargo. Book Palace, 2021.
FLFIR. SC, 7x9, 272pg, b&w  $36.99

FLEETWAY PICTURE LIBRARY CLASSICS  
PRESENTS: Rick Random
Collected from Super Detective Library 
#79, 101, 111 and 115, late 1950s. Rec-
ommended. Four tales starring Rick Ran-
dom, Head of the Interplanetary Bureau of 
Investigation, set in the 21st century. Rick 
is called to solve mysteries all over the 
universe encountering amazing alien rac-
es and technologies as he seeks justice. 
Illustrated by British comic sci-fi artist Ron 
Turner. Book Palace, 2021.
FLRIC. SC, 7x9, 272pg, b&w  $36.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Fleetway.
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THE COMPLETE ADVENTURES OF 
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
Our Highest Recommendation. Collected 
in a single volume for the first time, this 
adaptation brings to life Alexandre Dumas’ 
novel and its sequels. Arturo Del Castillo’s 
artistic skill is recognised internationally and 
his great artistry on The Three Musketeers, 
The Man in the Iron Mask, and The King’s 
Musketeers (all included here) is regarded 
as some of the finest pen and ink work ever created for comic 
strips. Book Palace, 2018.
COMATM. SC, 8x11, 112pg, b&w  $29.95
THE COMPLETE PEANUTS Vols 
1 & 2 Slipcased Set 1950-1954
New printing. Highly Recommended. 
Introductions by Garrison Keillor and 
Walter Cronkite. The first two and a 
quarter years of the strip--many of the 
strips from the series’ first two or three 
years have never been collected before. Fantagraphics, 2021.
COM01HP. HC, 9x7, 704pg, b&w $49.99 $39.99
New printings, slipcased sets.
Vol 3 & 4 (1955-1958), Vols 13 & 14 (1975-1978), Vols 15 & 
16 (1979-1982), Vols 17 & 18 (1983-1986):  
COM02HP, 07HP, 08HP, 09HP. ea: $49.99 $39.99
Vols 11 & 12 (1971-1974): COM06HP.  $59.99 $49.99

PS Artbooks
THE BEYOND Vol 6
Collects #26-30, 1954-55. Recommend-
ed. The final volume of Ace Magazine’s 
The Beyond continues apace with horror 
by Ken Rice, Louis Zansky, Lou Cam-
eron (he’s in 3 issues), Jim McLaughlin, 
Mike Sekowsky, Warren Kremer et al. All 
reproduced completely from cover to cover 
like the original comics. One of the hottest 
of the non-EC horror comics, with issues 
commanding $150-$300 each of late. PS Artbooks, 2021.
PCTB06. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99
Vol 6 Hardcover #26-30, 1954-55: PCTB06H.   $46.99
PS ARTBOOKS PRESENTS: CLASSIC SCI-FI  
COMICS Vol 3 Hardcover
Our Highest Recommendation. Vintage 
comic gems: three full length pre-code 
comics adapted from 1951-52 sci-fi films: 
When Worlds Collide (George Evans and 
Al Williamson!!), The Man from Planet X 
(Kurt Schaffenberger), and Destination 
Moon (Dick Rockwell). Plus Vic Torry and 
his Flying Saucer (Bob Powell), and The 
Green Planet (1962). PS Artbooks, 2021.
PSSC03H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
Vol 3: PSSC03.   $26.99

EC Archives
EC ARCHIVES MD
Forward by Darren Bousman. Collects 
#1-5, 1955. Recommended. EC’s New 
Direction and one of their most unique 
titles! Dramatic tales of medicine and sur-
gery, and of modern medicine’s constant 
struggle against illness and injury. The 
doctor is the hero of these stories, where 
diseases are as deadly as a murderer. 
Reed Crandall, Joe Orlando, Graham 
Ingels, and George Evans. Dark Horse, 2021.
ECAMDH. HC, 8x11, 168pg, FC $49.99 $39.99
EC ARCHIVES Vault of Horror Vol 1
Collects #12-17 (#1-6), 1950-51. 
Introduction by R.L. Stine. Highly 
Recommended. The 2018 hardcover 
edition is sold out and goes for a premium 
now. But you can score the exact same 
pre-code issues now in softcover, for a 
bargain price. The second of EC’s three 
horror titles, home to the Vault Keeper. 
Unforgettable stories from Al Feldstein, 
Johnny Craig, Jack Kamen, Graham 
Ingels, Wally Wood and Harry Harrison, 
Harvey Kurtzman, and others! Dark Horse, 2021.
ECVH01. SC, 8x11, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99

DC Comics
BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD  
Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 3
Collects #157-200, 1980-83. New fore-
word by Scott Beatty. By Mike W. Barr, 
Gerry Conway, Alan Brennert et al. Art 
by Ross Andru, Jim Aparo, Rich Bucker 
et al. Batman’s team-up tales of the 
1980s, with Wonder Woman, Green Ar-
row, Black Lightning, Superboy, Swamp 
Thing and others. Batman also takes on 
or teams up with Kamandi, Ra’s Al Ghul, 
Supergirl, Adam Strange, Sgt. Rock, 
Hawkman, Black Canary, Blackhawk, 
Zatanna, Green Lantern, and others! DC Comics, 2021.
BATBB03H. HC, 6x8, 904pg, FC $99.99 $85.00
See our website (or inquire) for more Omnibus volumes.
BATMAN IN THE FIFTIES
Recommended. By Bill Finger, Dick 
Sprang, Sheldon Moldoff, Win Mor-
timer et al.The 1950s was a decade 
of change for the Dark Knight with 
new friends--and foes. The debut of 
Deadshot, future member of the Suicide 
Squad; the original Batwoman, Kathy 
Kane; Ace the Bat-Hound; Mr. Zero, who 
would become Mr. Freeze; the original 
Red Hood; and the notorious Bat-Mite. 
DC Comics, 2021.
BATFIF. SC, 7x10, 336pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
SUPERMAN IN THE FIFTIES
Recommended. Introduction by Mark 
Waid. The 1950s was one of the most 
offbeat Superman decades and featured 
some of his greatest foes and most 
famous plot devices. 29 lighthearted 
stories, as he teamed up with Robin, the 
Boy Wonder and battled Bizarro and the 
Bride of Bizarro, first met Supergirl and 
Krypto (the super-dog), and Titano the 
Super-Ape, and more. DC Comics, 2021.
SUPFIF. SC, 7x10, 344pg, FC $34.99 $29.99
THE BLACK CANARY Bird of Prey
Collects material from Flash Comics 
#86-88, 90-104; Comic Cavalcade #25; 
DC Special #3; Adventure Comics 
#399, 418-419; Brave and the Bold 
#61-62, 1947-72. Our Highest Recom-
mendation. Introduced in 1947 in Flash 
Comics, she earned her own feature that 
established her as Dinah Drake--meek 
florist by day, vigilante at night as the 
Black Canary. By Robert Kanigher, 
Gardner Fox, Carmine Infantino, and 
Murphy Anderson. DC Comics, 2021.
BLACAB. SC, 7x10, 224pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
FOURTH WORLD By John Byrne Omnibus
Collects New Gods #12-15, Jack Kir-
by’s Fourth World #1-20, and Genesis 
#1-4, and three more issues, 1996-98. 
Following his legendary work on Super-
man, X-Men, and Fantastic Four, John 
Byrne takes on Jack Kirby’s ground-
breaking creations! While staying faithful 
to Kirby’s original vision, these tales 
brought characters like Orion, Darkseid, 
Mr. Miracle, and the Forever People into 
the 1990s, reviving the epic mythology 
of New Genesis and Apokolips for a new 
generation of readers. DC Comics, 2021.
FOURJBH. HC, 7x11, 768pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
WONDER WOMAN 80 Years of 
the Amazon Warrior
Highly Recommended. 100 pages 
of newly recolored material; a never 
before collected lost Golden Age story; 
commentary and historical insights by 
Trina Robbins, the first woman to draw 
Wonder Woman; Wonder Woman direc-
tor Patty Jenkins and on-screen stars 
Gal Gadot and Lynda Carter!  
DC Comics, 2021.
WW80YH. HC, 7x11, 416pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
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MARILYN & ME
Recommended. By Lawrence Schiller. On her 
final film, appearing nude in Something’s Got to 
Give, Marilyn gave a young photographer, Law-
rence Schiller, his big break. This is their story. 
Schiller already knew Marilyn, they’d met on the 
set of Let’s Make Love. The year was 1962, and 
he was on assignment from Paris Match maga-
zine. Marilyn & Me is the intimate story of a leg-
end before her fall and a young photographer on 
his way up. With more than 100 images, including 
rare outtakes, behind the scenes and never be-
fore published images, on as well as off the set. Taschen, 2021.
MARIMH. HC, 9x12, 200pg, PC $70.00 $60.00
THE WOMEN OF HAMMER HORROR
A Biographical Dictionary and Filmography. 
Recommended. By Robert Michael “Bobb” Cot-
ter. Foreword by Veronica Carlson. The Hammer 
studio is renowned for its incredible output of “B” 
horror films from the mid-1950s-1970s. Here is an 
intimate, detailed look at all the 100s of actresses 
who appeared in those films, many nearly nude. 
Includes films released in the 21st century by a 
resurgent Hammer. Each actress’s entry includes 
her Hammer filmography, a brief bio if available, 
and other film credits in the horror genre. More 
than 60 film stills and posters reproduced in b&w. McFarland, 2021.
WOMHA. SC, 7x10, 248pg, Text/b&w  $29.95

PRINCE VALIANT 1-3 Slipcase Set
1937-42. Our Highest Rec-
ommendation. By Hal Foster. 
Hal Foster’s Prince Valiant is 
one of the most magnificent 
adventure comics ever and 
Fantagraphics’ reprinting, from 
rare original syndicate proofs, 
is today the finest treatment of 
the strip. Despite being one of 
their most popular series, they 
never produced a holiday gift 
box set--until now. This deluxe 
package includes the first three volumes of the 
series, collecting the first six years of Foster’s run, 
from 1937 through 1942, enclosed in a stunningly 
illustrated slipcase with different illustrations front 
and back. Fantagraphics, 2017.
PVS01P. HC, 11x14, 336pg, FC $99.99 $84.99

THE GOLDEN AGE OF COMIC FANDOM 
Signed

Almost Gone! Pub-
lisher File Copies. Our 

Highest Recommendation. 
By Bill Schelly. Introduc-
tion by Roy Thomas. The 
book-length history of comic 
fandom’s early years...now 
revised and expanded. An 
American grass roots move-
ment from its humble origins 
to its status as a true cultural phenomenon. Covers 
life before the Golden Age, the birth of Alter-Ego, 
the advent of the amateur comic strip, the first 
comicons of the 1960s, and much more.  
Hampster, 2003. Out of Print.
GACFS. SC, 9x11, 176 pg, b&w $17.95 $12.95
THE OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE 
GUIDE 51st Edition Linsner Dawn
Almost Gone! Dawn cover 
by Joseph Michael Linsner, 
limited to 500. Highly 
Recommended. By Richard 
M. Overstreet. The Bible of 
serious comic book collectors, 
dealers and historians. In 
addition to the latest prices, 
an extensive array of market 
reports that break down the 
marketplace’s incredible boom 
during COVID-19. Plus: Hall 
of Fame inductees Tarpe Mills (Miss Fury) and 
William Moulton Marston (Wonder Woman); how 
disabilities have been portrayed in comics, begin-
ning with Daredevil, Dr. Mid-Nite, Professor X and 
Captain Marvel, Jr.; the War Report offers up news 
plus neglected books to look for; Dick Tracy’s 90th 
anniversary, and much more.  
Gemstone Publishing, 2021. Out of print.
CB51LH. HC, 7x10, 1200pg, PC  $37.50
Static/Hardware Hardcover: CB51SH.   $37.50
Softcover Editions 
Daredevil/Echo Cover: CB51D. $29.95
Static/Hardware Cover: CB51S.  $29.95  $14.95
REBIRTH OF THE ENGLISH COMIC STRIP 
A Kaleidoscope 1847-1870
By David Kunzle. This unique 
collection enters deep into 
an era of comics history that 
has only rarely been touched 
on. Suddenly in 1847, a 
new, post-Töpffer comic 
strip sparks to life in Britain, 
mostly in periodicals, and 
especially in Punch, where all 
the best artists of the period 
participated: Richard Doyle, 
John Tenniel, John Leech, George Cruikshank, 
Charles Keene, and George Du Maurier. Univer-
sity Press of Mississippi, 2021.
REBIH. HC, 8x11, 500pg, PC  $90.00

THE GIRL FROM HOLLYWOOD  
Centennial Edition
In 1921, Edgar Rice Burroughs wrote a novel 
unlike any other in his entire catalog--a sordid 
tale of drug addiction, corruption, and murder set 
against the backdrop of Prohibition-era Hollywood. 
He believed it to be one of his finest works, written 
as it was from his own experience after he and his 
family moved to their Tarzana Ranch in Southern 
California and became exposed to both the allure 
and perils of nearby Tinseltown. Now, celebrate the 
hundredth anniversary of this timeless work--new 
foreword by Michael D. Sellers, a special frontispiece by Douglas 
Klauba, classic cover art by P. J. Monahan, and rare and never-be-
fore-seen bonus materials. ERB Inc, 2021.
GIRLHO. SC, 6x9, 340pg, Text/b&w  $19.95
MASTER OF MYSTERY The Rise of the Shadow
Highly Recommended. By Will Murray. Perhaps 
the most qualified writer on the Shadow, Murray 
wrote the “Interludes” for all 161 pulp reprints of 
The Shadow, plus original novels. Articles and 
interviews begin with The Shadow’s origins as a 
nebulous radio personality to becoming one of 

the most recognizable and 
popular pulp heres of all time. 
Rare interviews with Walter B. 
Gibson, Theodore Tinsley, 
John L. Nanovic, Graves 
Gladney and Edd Cartier. 
Odyssey, 2021.
MASTM. SC, 6x9, 214pg, Text/b&w  $29.95
◄ Hardcover Edition
Special hardcover with bonus jacket painting. 
Odyssey, 2021.
MASTMH. HC, 6x9, 214pg, Text/b&w  $65.00

STEVE HOLLAND The Torn Shirt Sessions
Recommended. By Michael Stradford. Now for the 
first time, the surviving reference photos of model 
Steve Holland’s sessions with James Bama, Bob 
Larkin and Joe DeVito. The very first photos for 
Bama’s initial painting, The Man of Bronze to the 
last session where a still fit at 66 Holland posed 
for Joe DeVito’s The Frightened Fish. When Bama 
hired his good friend, model Steve Holland to be 
pulp hero Doc Savage, he began the first of what 
would be 62 classic covers for Bantam paperback 
books. Holland starred on thousands of magazine, 
comic book and paperback covers for more than 30 
years, working with the greatest illustrators of the day, including Mort 
Kunstler, Roger Kastel, and dozens more. St. Clair Publishing, 2021.
STEHH. HC, 7x10, 204pg, b&w  $39.99
See more Steve Holland on the back cover .
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Dean Yeagle & Mandy
MANDY AND SKOOTS A BIOGRAPHICAL 
SCRAPBOOK Signed
Signed. Highly Recommended. By 
Dean Yeagle. All new! Mandy just 
turned 22; she works at various jobs 
(dog-walking, life guard, waitress-on-
skates, fish wrangler at the aquarium) 
while studying oboe, environmental 
science, French poetry, Victorian 
novels and, while naturally shy, 
volunteering as a life-class model (for 
Art’s sake) at the art school where she 
also takes classes. They have, to date, not asked her for a 
single tuition payment. The lovely and very often unclothed 
young lady created by Playboy Magazine cartoonist Dean 
Yeagle. And our bestselling “convention sketchbook” each 
year. Caged Beagle, 2019. Mature Readers.
MANSKS. SC, 8x11, 48 pg, PC  $20.00
MANDY GODIVA Signed
Signed! A great collection of nude 
Mandy drawings! Mandy falls asleep 
in her jams and ends up recreating 
the role of the nude Lady Godiva 
parading through town on a fascinat-
ing animation-style horse--who talks, 
of course. There’s also pigs, wolves, 
mice, nymphs and Peeping Tom in 
her voyeuristic dreams. Like Little 
Annie Fannie, Mandy never can keep 
her clothes on. And all to our viewing 
delight. Playboy artist Dean Yeagle also shares playful 
sketches, preliminary drawings and finished work. Also a six 
page gallery of sexy wood nymphs, all relatives of Mandy. 
Brandstudio Press, 2009. Mature readers.
MANGHS. HC, 9x12, 48pg, FC  $24.95
MANDY’S SHORTS Signed
Signed! Lots of fun. A great new 
Mandy collection of Dean Yeagle’s 
playful sketches, preliminary drawings, 
roughs and doodles. Mandy seems to 
appear in the nude a bit more often 
in this book--and she pulls it off in her 
great fun loving style. She finds two 
mischievous swimming partners at her 
swimming hole, in the form of a frog 
and a fish, and they are both deter-
mined to get rid of her bikini. Dean’s 
mastery of animation style and humor is evident throughout. 
Caged Beagle Productions, 2017. Mature readers.
MANHS. HC, 9x12, 48pg, FC  $24.95
ONE MANDY MORNING Signed
Back in print. This is the story of a 
typical morning in Mandy’s life. She 
does aerobics, undresses, takes 
a shower, gets dressed, walks the 
dog, and heads for work, all in Dean 
Yeagle’s good-girl cartoon pin-up 
style. Very appealing and humorous, 
with several drawings per page. Caged 
Beagle, 2005. Mature readers.
ONEMS. SC, 8x11, 48pg, b&w  $15.00
SCRIBBLINGS 7 Signed
Back in print. Mandy as a naked 
Little Red Riding Hood; getting her 
bikini pulled off by an octopus; being 
wrapped up by an anthropomorphic 
boa. There’s also lots of anima-
tion-style critters here, both as Mandy 
buddies and in sketches and doodles 
of their own. And there’s a ravishing 
brunette, who’s also lost her clothes, 
as well as some actual serious nude 
studies! Everything AND the kitchen sink in one of the best 
cheesecake-art books every year. Lots of nudity but always 
fun and in good taste. We love it! Caged Beagle, 2014. 
Mature readers.
SCR07S. SC, 8x11, 48pg, PC  $20.00
#1-3, Signed: SCR01S, 02S, 03S.  ea: $15.00
#4-6 Signed: SCR04S, 05S, 06S.  ea: $20.00

THE ART OF LA MUERTA Art Book
Created by Brian Pulido (Lady Death). 
A 48 full-color pages of La Muerta pin 
up art by today’s top artists! Created 
by Brian Pulido (Lady Death). 48 
full-color pages of La Muerta pin up art 
by today’s top artists! Art by Eric Ba-
saldua, Joe Benitez, Mike DeBalfo, 
Elias Chatzoudis, Mike Krome, Ryan 
Kincaid, Brandon Peterson, Alé 
Garza, Monte Moore, Monte Moore, 
Ceci de la Cruz, and 27 more artists. 
Coffin Comics, 2021.
ARTLMH. HC, 9x12, 48pg, FC  $40.00

Bettie Page
BETTY PAGE GOES WILD!  
An Anthology of Classic Fetish 
& Glamour Photography
Recommended. 84 full-page photo-
graphs of Page, including sexy pin-ups 
in lingerie and fetish-wear, girl-on-girl 
bondage and spanking, and topless 
photos. This amazing look at her beau-
ty, her enthusiasm, her innocent and 
voluptuous charm, shows why today 
she is viewed as the most iconic fetish 
model of all time. Klaw and Bunny Yeager shot many of 
these vintage scenes. Deicide Press, 2021. Mature readers.
BETGW. SC, 8x11, 96pg, b&w  $22.95
THE EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS OF BETTIE PAGE 
An American Icon

Recommended. By Jack Fara-
gasso. Never-before-seen Bettie 

Page photographs. In 1951, young art 
student Jack Faragasso hired a model 
for a photo shoot--Bettie Page, early 
in her career. Intimate shots from that 
afternoon session, accompanied by 
several of Jack’s drawings and several 
finished book covers that he used 
the poses for. Topless and full nudity, 
classic poses plus unique shots. Bettie is also in nylons and 
undies. Lengthy intro about this session, written by Jack in 
2013. Binary, 2013. Mature Readers.
EARP. SC, 9x11, 60pg, b&w $19.99 $14.99

CONS DE FEE The Erotic Art of Wallace Wood
New Printing. Recommended. Wallace Wood takes 
aim at comics icons in such 
stories as “Lil an’ Abner,” “Perry 
and the Privates,” “Prince Vio-
late,” “Stuporman Meets Blunder 
Woman,” “Flasher Gordon,” and 
“Starzan”--all in explicit, Tijuana 
8-pager style. His own “Sally 
Forth” is here with explicit x-rated 
stories, Wood’s commentaries 
on sex and society in “The 
Sexual Revolution” and “Brave 
Nude World,” “The Marquis de 
Sade Coloring Book,” a series of 
episodes with “Far Out Fables,” “The Wizard of Ooz,” and 
more. Fantagraphics, 2021. Adult material.
CONSDH. HC, 8x11, 190pg, PC $49.99 $39.99

SENSUAL GODDESS PLAYING CARDS #2
Recommended. By Frederick Potter. 
Many card games are played with 
two decks. People who purchased 
the Sensual Goddess Playing Cards, 
volume one, said that they liked the 
images but wished we had two decks 
with the exact same card backs but 
different images so that they could be 
used together. So...52 all new images 
that have been three years in the 
making, and are they hot and explicit 
and voluptuous? Oh, yes indeed. Lots 
of costumes, cosplay-style scenes but sans clothes for the 
most part... Full nudity.  
Sensual Goddess, 2020. Mature Viewers.
SENPC02. 55 cards, 3x4, FC  $9.95
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HALF CENTURY OF NUDES
Traditional, Animated, and Stereoscopic 
Nudes. Recommended. By Byron A. Falk. 

Falk’s favorite photos--over 50 years--of lovely 
nudes in a variety of active (jumping, stretching) 
and passive poses, indoors and out. Each chapter 
tackles a decade beginning in the 1950s, reflect-
ing changes in women’s styles and looks. Entirely 
in full color. Large oblong size, red cloth with gilt 
titles and inset photograph, with quality stereo-
scopic glasses. Roxbury, 2000. Mature Readers.
HALFCH. HC, 12x11, 228pg, FC $57.50 $19.95

I LIKE TO WATCH BLU-RAY / DVD
Bonus feature: Sorority Sweet-
hearts. Original release 1982. 
Directed by Paul Vatelli. Shy young 
Laura (Bridgette Monet) lives 
with her aunt. Her boyfriend (Mike 
Horner) presumes that she’s saving 
herself, but she is actually craving 
sexual exploration after spying on 
lascivious goings on. Vinegar Syn-
drome, 2020. Adult Material.
ILIKE. Blu-Ray & DVD, 153 min, 2 discs, FC  $32.98
PORNOMATION Vol 1-3 DVD Set

XXX-Sci-Fi Fantasy. By 
Sagémonn and Karynna. 

Hardcore XXX 3-D and digital art. 
Sci-fi adult fantasy. Animations: 
Shorts with explicit alien/robot/hu-
man sex. Stimulations: A montage 
of artwork--beautiful women, aliens, 
autoerotic fantasies. Visitations: 
Behind the scenes with the artists. 
Pornotopia, 2014. Adult Material.
PORNOP. DVD, 232 min, 3 discs, 
FC $62.50 $34.95
SEDUCED BY FAME DVD
Directed by Francis Locke. A new, 
2021 adult film! Starring Holly Hol-
lywood, Amber Michaels et al. Carl, 
a pawn shop clerk, gets a shot at 
making his own movie--the race is 
on to find a leading lady. Faced with 
a stampede of casting couch cuties, 
the power quickly goes to Carl’s 
head! Full Moon, 2021.  
Adult material.
SEDFA. DVD, 101 min, 1 disc, FC  $14.95
SWEET PRUDENCE AND THE EROTIC ADVEN-
TURES OF BIGFOOT DVD
Written and directed by William 
Burke. When two beautiful girls 
working at a remote country 
resort encounter Bigfoot, they are 
sidetracked by an array of erotic 
encounters amidst the beautiful 
countryside. Nudity and adult 
themed sexual situations.  
WWMM, 2021. Adult material.
SWEPR. DVD, 90 min, 1 disc, FC 
  $19.95
A THOUSAND AND ONE EROTIC NIGHTS  
BLU-RAY & DVD
Part 1 & 2. Originally released, 
1982 & 1986. Directed by Edwin 
Brown. Starring Annette Haven, 
John Leslie et al. A sheik’s concu-
bine who has displeased him and 
has been ordered by him to be 
executed, strikes a deal with him: 
her execution will be postponed as 
long as she will relate one erotic 
tale to him each night. Vinegar Syndrome, 2020.  
Adult Material.
ATHOUS. Blu-Ray & DVD, 168 min, 2 discs, FC  $32.98

PLAYBOY The Complete Centerfolds  
1953-2016
Recommended. Foreword by Hugh 
Hefner. Introduction by Dave Hickey. 
With the first centerfold image of the 
radiant Marilyn Monroe, Hugh Hefner 
masterminded Playboy’s Playmate of 
the Month. This celebrates every nude 
centerfold from every issue of Playboy, 
from 1953 to February 2016. Initially 
published a decade ago, and now 
comprehensively updated, this boasts 
734 nude centerfolds and opens each 
decade with essays from literary luminaries. Chronicle 
Books, 2017. Adult Material.
PLABOH. HC, 8x14, 844pg, FC $90.00 $80.00From Goliath Publishing

MS. SANDS PEEP SHOW  
Uncensored & Beautifully Sexy
By Ms. Sands. Peep Show! Drop-dead 
gorgeous girls strip and pose over a series 
of pictures. No modesty here, showing off 
their mischievous and exuberant sides, and 
bodies to be proud of--from amazing breasts 
to shaved nether regions. Whether it’s see-
through bras, lace corsets, seductive tights, 
teasing hot pants or skimpy thongs--they 
disrobe piece by piece, to finally leave abso-
lutely nothing to the imagination. More than 
500 high-quality photographs. Goliath, 2019. Adult Material.
PEEPSH. HC, 6x8, 240pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
NAKED GIRLS CLUB
Recommended. By Mikhail Paramonov. 
Featuring beautiful models who reveal 
everything. Each model gets 12-16 pages. 
They may start in some clothes but quickly 
they reveal every detail of their amazing 
bodies. “Especially in nude photography, 
the moment, the instant, is the decisive 
element. The perfect look, expression, 
posture, movement, light: all this merges in 
one millisecond and is captured forever.” 
Goliath, 2021. Adult Material.
NAKGCH. HC, 6x8, 304pg, FC $54.99 $49.99
PUSSY & BUTT
This horizonal format allows for 
full length shots of reclining girls, 
whole body pictures but with the 
emphasis on you-know-what, per 
the title. Over 300 nude and fully 
revealing photos taken by several 
major photographers. Uninhibited 
and uncensored. Comes in a special cardboard slipcase. Every 
girl is featured in two facing pages, from very different angles for 
each picture. Goliath, 2018. Adult Material.
PUSBH. HC, 9x6, 320pg, FC $59.99 $54.99
YOUNG LESBIAN GIRLFRIENDS FOR MEN
More than 200 photographs portray 18 
different visions of male lesbian fantasies. 
Each begins with two beautiful girls with 
clothing on, and step by step they become 
intimate, lose their clothes and inhibitions, 
ending up making love or simply exhibiting 
themselves--often explicitly--to the viewer. As 
the introduction points out, this series “shows 
what ‘man’ imagines: bluntly, varied, and with 
pretty young girls.  Goliath, 2017.  
Adult Material.
YOLGH. HC, 6x8, 224pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
NATURAL & NAKED Girls Uncensored
By Mikhail Paramonov. From the noted 
European publisher, Goliath, a handsome 
hardcover featuring bright and fresh young 
beauties with long legs, firm breasts and soft 
skin. Natural and very sexy, just as nature cre-
ated each one. No breast implants or gaudy 
bodywork, also no piercings or tattoos! Each 
girl is featured over several pages in a variety 
of poses, many explicit with everything on 
display. Mostly they are fully nude. Free and 
without shame, these smiling young ladies 
boldly display their charms. Goliath, 2018. Adult Material.
NATNH. HC, 5x8, 288pg, FC $48.99 $44.99
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YOSHITOSHI One Hundred Aspects of the Moon
Highly Recommended. Edited by Bas 
Verberk. Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (1839-
92) was the last great woodblock print 
master of the ukiyo-e tradition. With 
his distinctive dramatic line and use of 
gorgeous colors, Yoshitoshi was soon 
recognized by his contemporaries as 
the most outstanding woodblock artist of 
his time. The 100 works here brings to 
life the history and mythology of ancient 
Japan--with the moon as part of each. 
Minor nudity. Outstanding work! Walther König, Köln. 2022.
YOSHOH. SC, 8x9, 144pg, FC  $55.00
HELLCOP Vol 1 Welcome to Hell
Collects #1-5, 2021. Highly Recom-
mended. When mankind first broke 
through the walls between dimensions, 
nothing could have prepared them for 
what they would find--it was absolute 
Hell. Literally. A covert security force (The 
Hellcops) was quickly assembled to patrol 
the Hellplane and ensure that none of the 
nastier denizens made their way Earth-
side! Image Comics, 2022.
HELLC01. SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
LEONARD COHEN On a Wire
By Philippe Girard.This opens on the 
last night of his life in 2016. Alone in his 
final hours, the beloved writer and mu-
sician ponders his existence in a series 
of flashbacks. He encountered a who’s 
who of musical luminaries: Lou Reed, 
Nico, Janis Joplin, Joni Mitchell, and 
Phil Spector, who held a gun to Cohen’s 
head during a coke-fueled, all-night 
recording session.  
Drawn & Quarterly, 2021.
LEONH. HC, 7x9, 120pg, FC $24.95 $21.95
THE LIONS OF LENINGRAD
Recommended. By Jean-Claude van 
Rijckeghem. Art by Thomas Du Caju.
When the German army begins its 
invasion of Soviet Russia, four children 
are evacuated to the countryside. The 
farm where they are staying is attacked 
and the train that is supposed to take 
them to safety is blown to bits by 
German planes. The four children must 
fight through enemy lines but that is only 
the beginning of one of the most prolonged and destructive 
sieges in history. Dead Reckoning, 2022.
LIONL. SC, 8x11, 96pg, FC  $19.95
THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE Vol 1
Collects #1-6, 2021. By James Tynion 
IV. Art by Alvaro Martinez. How do you 
think the world will end? Everyone who 
was invited to the house knows Walter--
well, they know him a little, anyway. And 
Walter’s always been a little...off. But after 
the hardest year of their lives, nobody 
was going to turn down Walter’s invitation 
to an astonishingly beautiful house in the 
woods, overlooking an enormous sylvan 
lake. It’s beautiful, it’s opulent, it’s private. 
“10/10...One of the best horror reading ex-
periences in recent memory.” -Horror DNA. DC Comics, 2022.
NICE01. SC, 7x10, 200pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
SACRED SIX Vol 1 Numerology
Collects #1-6, 2021. By Christopher 
Priest. Art by Jae Lee et al.The all-new 
Draculina, Pantha, Nyx, and Chastity 
have been brought together in Ashthorne 
in an effort to avert all-out war against 
nearby Sacred, Georgia. But Ashthorne 
has a deadly secret, Sacred has a deadly 
purpose, and lurking in the shadows is 
Lilith, the immortal sorceress and mother 
to Vampirella. Bonus 47 full page covers 
& variant covers by Linsner, Chew, 
Parrillo, Reis, Texeira, chung, Sanders 
et al. Dynamite, 2022.
SAC01. SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC $19.99 $17.99

CONAN THE BARBARIAN The Original Marvel 
Years Epic Collection Vol 5
Collects Conan the Barbarian #60-71; 
Conan Annual #2-3, 1976-77. Recom-
mended. Conan and pirate queen Bêlit 
encounter the Lord of the Lions and Co-
nan gains the name Amra! Roy Thomas 
and John Buscema follow with an exploit 
that brings Conan, Kull and Red Sonja 
pitted against one another! Plus full-color 
renderings of b&w Conan stories by Jim 
Starlin and John Buscema, an adaptation 
of the very first Conan adventure, and the 
rare “Crawler in the Mists”! Marvel, 2022.
CONBE05. SC, 7x10, 360pg, FC $44.99 $39.99
WALT DISNEY UNCLE SCROOGE AND DONALD 
DUCK Treasure Under Glass 
Don Rosa Library Vol 3
Back in print. Recommended. The 
third complete, chronological book of 
Duck epics by Don Rosa. Standout 
stories in this latest Scrooge and 
Donald volume include “Treasure Under 
Glass”: a tale of ships, scoundrels, and 
the world’s biggest diving bell! Then 
“War of the Wendigo” and  “Return to 
Xanadu”and a quest for Kublai Khan’s 
gold! Plus bonus art & factoids. Fantagraphics, 2015.
WDU03H. HC, 9x11, 192pg, FC  $29.99
X-MEN Epic Collection Vol 20 Bishop’s Crossing
Collects Uncanny X-Men #281-288; 
Annual #16; X-Men #4-9; Annual #1, 
1992; Ghost Rider #26-27, 1990-92. 
Story and art by Jim Lee, Whilce Portacio, 
Johnny Wagner, John Romita Jr. et al.The 
coming of Bishop! The reunited X-Men 
have expanded into two squads--and 
while the blue team takes on Omega Red 
and learns secrets of Wolverine’s past, the 
gold team brokers peace with the Hellfire 
Club! But when advanced Sentinels crash 
the party, one X-Man may not survive! 
Then, guns blazing, the man called Bishop arrives from the 
future! Marvel, 2022.
XMEP20. SC, 7x10, 512pg, FC $49.99 $44.99
ALTER EGO #174
Highly Recommended. Cover by C.C. 
Beck! Edited by Roy Thomas. A feisty 
and informative article with Captain 
Marvel co-creator C.C. Beck--plus a 
fabulous feature on vintage cards cre-
ated in Spain and starring The Marvel 
Family! In addition: Dr. William Foster 
III on Black super-heroes, (conclusion), 
early rivals of MAD magazine; and much 
more. TwoMorrows, 2022.
AE174. Magazine, 8x11, 80pg, PC  $10.95
COMIC BOOK CREATOR #27 
Bud Plant Interview Pt 1
Highly Recommended. Edited by Jon 
B. Cooke. The lead-off feature is part 
one of “a fascinating chat with distribu-
tor, publisher, and mail-order bookseller 
supreme Bud Plant, his early years and 
first forays as San Jose comic shop pro-
prietor--at 16!” -Profusely illustrated with 
vintage fanzines, comics and art. Then 
Paul Gulacy in a retrospective by Greg 
Biga. Plus a Joe Sinnott memorial. TwoMorrows, 2022.
CBCR27. Magazine, 8x11, 80pg, PC  $10.95

BARE BONES Vol 9 Winter 2022
Recommended. A.E. van Vogt’s “Voyage 
of the Space Beagle” and its on-screen 
offspring; a look at Eurospy films of 
the ‘60s; Joe Gores’ DKA File Series; 
revisiting Robert Culp’s & Bill Cosby’s 
1970s classic TV series, Hickey & Boggs; 
a guide to the steamy 1950s digest, Sure 
Fire Detective Stories; reviews of horror 
manga; Sleaze Alley; and more. Profusely 
illustrated. Cimarron Street, 2022.
BARE09. SC, 6x9, 114pg, Text/b&w  $12.00
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HOGAN’S ALLEY MAGAZINE #23
Hogan’s Alley features a long 
examination of the legendary Frank 
Frazetta’s time working for Li’l Ab-
ner creator Al Capp, with gorgeous 
Frazetta artwork (some supplied by 
his family). Also: a long interview 
with Golden Age comic book and 
comic strip artist Bob Fujitani. Alex 
Raymond’s Jungle Jim. The short-
lived attempt 
to produce 
a live-action 
sitcom based 

on Ernie Bushmiller’s Nancy. Ralph 
Bakshi’s original art collection. Best and 
Worst costume redesigns. Also a look 
at the classic strip Penny, and an in-
depth look at the lawsuit that led to two 
versions of the seminal comic strip The 
Katzenjammer Kids. Letters and more. 
Bull Moose, 2021.
HA23. Magazine, 8x11, 144pg, Text/b&w  $7.50

INFECTED BY ART Volume 9
Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. With a cover painting by 
Justin Gerard, Infected by Art 
Volume 9 once again contains 
a most diverse groups of artists, 
selected by a jury panel of Ed 
Binkley, Tran Nguyen, John 
Picacio and Dug Stanat. Newly 
commissioned work for this book 
by Dave Seeley, Rob Alexan-
der, Raoul Vitale. Grand Prize 
winners: Scott Gustafson. Body 
of Work: Hope Doe. 269 Artists 
from traditionally painted to digitally 
painted, illustrations in pencil, pen 
and ink or gold leaf, to sculpted 
works. a cover painting by Justin 
Gerard, Infected by Art Volume 9 
once again contains one of our most 
diverse groups of artists selected 
by a jury panel of Ed Binkley, Tran 
Nguyen, John Picacio and Dug 
Stanat. Newly commissioned work 
for this book by Dave Seeley, Rob Alexander, Raoul 
Vitale. Grand Prize winners: Scott Gustafson. Body of 
Work: Hope Doe. 269 Artists from traditionally painted to 
digitally painted, illustrations in pencil, pen and ink or gold 
leaf, to sculpted works. ArtOrder, 2022. Some nudity.
INA09H. HC, 9x11, 328pg, FC  $39.99
Vol 6: INA06H.   $39.99
Vol 7: INA07H.   $34.99
See page 21 for Volume 8.

SQUA TRONT 14 Signed
Exclusive bookplate signed by Grant Geissman, John 
Benson and Roger Hill, with full color art by George 
Evans. 200 numbered copies! Our Highest Recommen-
dation. The latest (and possibly last) issue of the greatest 
magazine devoted to EC comics ever published. This issue 
includes unpublished interviews with Gene Colan and Russ 
Heath, an illustrated critical study of Atlas’ Kurtzman-inspired 
war comics in the pre-code days (with lots of art), a Kurtzman 
remembrance by R.O. Blechman, an astounding reprint of 
The Hartford Courant’s campaign against “salacious and de-
praved” comics, a 12 page spread of Jack Davis’s Coca-Co-
la advertising images, and much much more. An essential 
historical feast for EC fans. Fantagraphics, 2022. 
SQ14. SC, 8x11, 96pg, Text/PC  $16.99
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STEVE HOLLAND The World’s 
Greatest Illustration Art Model

Highly Recommended. By Michael Stradford. A visual cel-
ebration of the iconic male model whose face and form were 
recognized on countless paperbacks, among them the Doc 
Savage series drawn by James Bama; men’s magazines 
such as For Men Only, Male and Men’s World, comic books 
(The Phantom), advertising illustration, and even television 
(1950’s Flash Gordon)--from the fifties through the eighties. 
Interviews with the illustrators who painted him, an interview 
with Holland himself and countless illustrations, reference 
photos with leading ladies, and covers from his more than 
30-year career. 
Holland posed for hundreds of paperback covers, from soft 
core to romance, western thrillers to science fiction. This is 
packed with those covers, plus covers and inside art from 
men’s magazines (often with adult themes) and all of his oth-
er appearances. The guy was everywhere, though us us fans 
mostly know him solely for his Doc Savage (and another pulp 
icon, The Avenger) covers! He’s even posed for The Hulk, 
Conan and Marvel heroes. St. Clair Publishing, 2021.
STEVHOH. HC, 8x11, 202pg, PC  $49.95
See page 27 for more Steve Holland.
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